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Summary and Conclusions

A much improved economic oatlook,..

The Community economy is experiencing a strong recovery from the sharp downturn it
endured over the period 1992-93. Output is growing and the pace of its expansion is

stronger than had been anticipated. Exports to the rest of the world have been

increasing rapidly throughout 1994 and the growth impulses coming from the external

sector have been passed on to investment which is expected to expand vigorously in
1995 and 1996. Employment is forecast to start growing again leading to a small

reduction in unemployment over the forecast period.

The strength of the recovery is also creating favourable conditions for the resumption of
the catching-up process of the less favoured countries and regions. Progress is also

expected in relation to nominal convergencg although additional efforts are clear{y
needed with regard to some Member States'deficit and debt positions.

The outlook for growth, employment and convergence in the Community is therefore
substantially better than that prevailing at the end of last year when the Commission

presented its White Paper on "Growth, Competitiveness and Employmerit". Howev€:r,

employment growth in 1995 and 1,996 would still only result in a modest reduction in
unemployment which will still be just below l0 percent in 1996.

but the policy challenges remain the same.

The improvement in the economic outlodk does not therefore fundamentally change the

challenges the Community is facing, which remain those of
D achieving and maintaining high rates of job creation to substantially reduce

unemployment and to offer employment to all citizens that so wish;
ii) achieving the degree of nominal convergence needed for the transition to Economic

and Monetary Union.

Meeting these two challenges requires the same policies, i.e.:
. making the Community more competitive and dynamic;
t implementing policies aimed at improving the functioning of the labour market;
r creating the conditions for an increase in the productive capacity of the econom'y;

and

lb
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o maintaining a stable macroeconomic framework, in particular through the re-

absorption of the high budget deficits inherited from the recession and the

insufficient adjustment of structural deficits ofthe second half of the 1980s.

Additional effor* are needed to improve employment creation...

Large efforts are currently being undertaken to improve the dynamism and the

competitiveness of the Community's economies. These policies will result in faster rates

of productivity growth and, provided that the right macroeconomic framework is

maintained and that the labour market responds in a flexible way, in higher rates of
growth of output and employment. For this result to be achieved, policies should:

. strenE4hen the growth potential and the employability of individuals by improving

education and training;
r reduce the tensions which might appear on the labour market as unemployment is

reduced by enhancing, via a consensus approach, flexibility and by increasing the

effectiveness of public spending in this area;

r increase the labour content of growth.

and economic convergence.

At the macroeconomic level an important challenge will be to maintain a stability

oriented framework which simultaneously ensures that growth can remain strong over

many years and that progress is made towards the degree of nominal convergence

necessary to move to stage III of EMU.

This implies maintaining conditions where monetary policy is not unduly burdened by

inappropriate budgetary and wage behaviour. Another macroeconomic challenge which

must be met is to create the conditions whereby the potential rate of growth of the

economy increases, thereby facilitating higher rates of output and employment growth

without inflationary tensions. Increases in investment, structural reforms and the current

efforts to increase the dynamism of the Community economy are all essential elements in

this process.

But, if they ore made, unemployment could be substantially reduced...

If present efforts to improve the dynamism and competitiveness of the Community

economy are intensified and if apprdpriate macroeconomic policies, along the lines

discussed above, are strictly adhered to, the current recovery could be transformed into a
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sustainable medium-term process characterised by strong rates of growth in both outppt
and employment and better ecoriomic canvergence.

The Commission, as well as other international organisations and independent forecasters
are suggesting that, under these conditions, it is reasonable to expect a growth path of
between 3 and 3 Yz percent in the second half of the present decade. This would lead to
the creation of about l0 million additional new jobs by the year 2000, thereby reducing
unemployment to around 7 percent of the active population; which would still, however,
amount to almost I I million people unemployed.

However, while these results look impressive, they do not correspond entirely to the
objectives of the White Paper and to the expectations of the citizens of the Union.
These can only be achieved if substantial efforts are devoted to improving the capacity qf
the community's economy to create jobs for any given rate of output growth.

and the conditions for EMU achieved.

The inflation situation in a majority of Member States is now broadly satisfactory with
wage moderation and substantial productivity increases helping to makd additionarl
progress towards convergence in the rates of inflation. Exchange rates have been stable
and progress has also been made towards convergence of long-term interest ratesi.

Unsatisfactory progress, however, has been made in reducing budget deficits.

Current forecasts show that the recovery could entail the risk of a resurgence in inflation
but that this risk is manageable provided policies remain oriented towards stability.
Budgetary consolidation, on the other hand, could benefit substantially from the
improvement in the economic conditions. If additional efforts are made along the liners

agreed in the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines of 1993 and L994, there is a realistir;
chance of achieving the goal of having a majority of Member States fulfilling thr:
convergence criteria by 1996-97.

This historic opportunity sltould not be missed.

The most important policy risk surrounding this favourable outlook is that the improvecl
economic prospects might lead to a lapse in the determination of policy makers to attacll
the macroeconomic and structural causes of the present high levels of unemployment.
During the period of strong growth in the second half of the 1980s, most Member States
partly missed the opportunity to consolidate their public finance positions and tcr
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undertake the necessary structural reforms. Much was done but not enough. Countries

must learn from this experience and avoid repeating the same errors.

Provided that the policies agreed in the Guidelines exercises are now speedily and

assiduously implemented, the Community could be on track to simultaneously achieve

two very significant economic objectives:

i creating 15 millionnew'jobs bythe end of the decade, thereby cutting the current

rate of unemployment by half ; and

a entering stage III of EMU according to the timetable indicated in the Treaty.

13-1241
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Chapter I z A stronger than expected recovery

The Community economy is experiencing a strong recovery. Exports to the rest of the
world have been increasing rapidly throughout 1994 thanlcs to dynamic export markets
and the better competitive position of Community firms. The growth impulses coming
from the external sector have bebn passed on to investment which has recovered from
the very steep decline of 1993 and is expected to expand vigorously in 1995 and 1996.
Employment is expected to increase again in 1995 and 1996 leading to a smqll
reduction in unemployment. The pattern of the recovery and the good productivity and
profitability trends suggest that it will be possible for the Community economy to
experience strong rates of sustainable growth over the medium term.

1.1 A Favourable International Environment

World growth continued to expand strongly in 1994. The rate of world economic

growth excluding the Community increased from 2.5 per cent in real terms in 1993 to 3
per cent in 1994 (see tables I and 5). This good performance is expected to continue in
1995 and 1996 with rites of growth of 3 and 3Yn percent respectively. The 1994

performance stemmed essentially from the continuing strong evolution of the North
American economies, the slow emergence of Japan from one of the deepest downturns in
its recent history and the on-going very strong expansion of the dynamic Asian
economies.

The strengthening of growth in the rest of the world in 1995 and 1996 is projected to
occur despite expectations of a progressive slowdown in growth in both the US and

Canada The forecast improvement therefore emanates essentially from stronger

performances from other industrialised countries such as Japan and from a steady gain iin

the growth momentum of the non-OECD countries as a bloc.

World import growth in volume terms, excluding the Community, is projected to
maintain a high rate of expansion. After the sharp pick-up experienced during 1993 and

Chart I
Growth in Japan; US and in the Community

s
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1994, when import growth average,d

close to 10 percent per annum, 1995 and

1996 should continue to witness buoyant

rates of import growth of the order of
8 percent (see table l). Import deman.d

in the US will continue to grow stronglly

in 1995-96 but at rates lower than in
1994 reflecting the impact of cyclical
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factors. The double-digit import growth of

the dyna:nic Asian economies in 1994 is

forecast to continue with rates of growh in

excess of 12 per cent expected in both 1995

and 1996. Japan, which is slowly emerging

from recession, is forecast to incrdase

imports by 5.5 and 7 per cLnt respectively

over the next two years. While the overall

rate of world import growth may be slightly

lower-in 1995/96 compared with 1994 this

must be put in context; rated of import

growth of 8 percent or more are well above

the average annual rate of expansion

experienced during the last two decades.
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Table 1: World Growth

GDP 

'GNP(annual real % change)

1993 1994 1995 1996

World(excl. EC) 2.5 3.0 3.1 3.3

USA 3.1 3.9 2.7 2.3

JAPAN 0.1 0.7 2.2 2.7

DAE a) 6.3 7.3 7.1 7.1

IMPORTS
(annual real % chanqe)

World (exclEC) 9.4 9.9 8.2 7.9

USA 10.8 12.8 8.0 6.5

JAPAN 6.4 11.0 5.5 7.0

DAEa) 14.9 12.6 12.4 12.2

Eurooean Commission forecasts

a) DAE: Dvnamic Asian Economies

was also more vigorous than previously

anticipated.

The strength of the recovery became

evident in the summer of this year with

the release of the growth figures for the

second quarter of 1994 (see chart 2).

The Community economy is expected to

build on this recovery by expanding at

1.2 Growth and employment in the EC

In the context of a favourable international environment the Communityl economy is

witnessing a stronger than expected recovery in economic activity. GDP is now

estimated to have grown by 2.6 percent this year compared with a decline of 0.4 percent

in 1993. Exports to the rest of the world, which had helped reduce the size of the

downturn in 1993, constituted the engine behind the recovery. Investment, which had

declined significantly in 1993 picked up again in 1994 and contributed positively to

output growth. In fact, the stronger than expected pace of the recovery results

essentially from the unexpectedty rapid response of investment and of the other

components of domestic demand to the growth stimuli coming from foreign trade which

I The term "Community' refers only to the 12 present Members as of December 1994. Because of the Accession of

three new countries - Austria, Finland and Sweden - at the beginning of 't995 it was decided to include a box (see pages

12l13) which provides information on the economic situation and outlook for the countries concemed
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real rates ofaround 3 per cent in both 1995 and 1996. A characteristic feature ofthe
growth process is the convergence of growth rates amongst the Member States: only
Ireland and Greece are expected to deviate rnore than Vz a percentage point from the

average growth rate for the Cornmunity during the next two years.

The 1992193 recession led to a sharp drop in employment in the Community'. nearly 4 Y:z

million over the two years in question. During this period, the labour force continued to
grow modestly notwithstanding a substantial, cyclically-induced, drop in the participatiorr

Table 2 :

The community economy : use and supply of goods and services
(annual real percentage change) 1986-90 1991-92 1993 1994 1995 a) 1996 a)

Private consumption

Govemment consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

3.7

2.0

5.8

1.8

1.6

- 0.8

- 0.1

0.7

- 5.5

1.5

0.7

2.4

2.0

0.8

5.7

2.5

1.0

6.3

of which: equipnent 6.9 - 1.6 - 9.1 1.9 7.3 7.7

of which: construction 4.6 0.1 - 2.0 2.9 4.5 5.1

Domestic demand (incl. stocks)

Exports of goods and seruices b1

lmports of goods and servicestl

3.9

%

6

1.0

5

3

- 1.8

7%

-%

2.0

10

4%

2.8

7

6

3.1

6%

6

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 3.3 1.2 - 0.4 2.6 2.9 3.2

a) November 1 994 Forecasts b) Extra-Community trade only (estimates)

Table 3: GDP growth
(annual real percentage change)

- 1.7
1.4

- 1.2

- 0.5
- 1.1

- 1.0

4.O
- 0.7

0.3

0.3
- 1.2

2.0

2.2
4.8
2.5

o.4
2.2
2.2

6.0
2.4
2.3

2.3
1.1
3.8

2.7
3.2
3.0

1.1

2.8
3.2

5.6
3.0
3.0

3.2
3.0
2.7

3.1

3.0
3.4

1.7
3.2
3.2

5.3
3.2
3.2

Source: European Cornmission's November 1994
Economic Forecasts

Table 4: Unemployment
(percentage of the civilian labour force)

B
DK
D

GR
E

F

IRL
I

L

NL
P

UK

9.4
10.3
7.0

9.7
21.8
10.8

18.4
11.1
2.6

8.8
5.1

10.4

10.0
10.2

713

10.2
22.4
11.3

17.7
11.8
3.it

10.0
6.1
9.4

9.8
9.0
7.0

10.6
21.9
11.0

16.8
11.1
3.2

9.8
6.0
8.5

9.3
8.0
6.4

10.8
21.2
10.6

15.7
10.4
3.1

9.4
5.6
7.6
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Ghart 3

Employment and unemployment in the EC
o/o of civillan labour force 3

2
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-l
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t0
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4

2

0
78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 9l 9t 92 93 9+ 95 96

rate. As a result, a large deterioration in the unemployment situation in the Community

took place, with the numbers out of work, as a percentage of the civilian labour force,

growing from 8.8 per cent in 1991 to 10.6 per cent in 1993. Gven the lags with which

employment trends usually follow output growth, unemployment in 1994 went on

increasing and is estimated to have reached a level equal to about 11 percent of the

civilian labour force (see table 4).

After three consecutive years of declining labour demand, that resulted essentially from

recession and the subsequent large-scale reorganisations undertaken by many companies,

employment is set to increase again in 1995 and 1996. Given the expected increase in

the labour supply, these increases in employment will not be fully mirrored in reductions

in average unemployment in the Community. Consequently, the unemployment rate,

although diminishing, will remain at very high levels during the next few years and the

concern about the creation of new jobs will continue to have priority in the economic

policy agendas of the Member States and at Community level.

The average unemployment rate is expected to fall to 10.4 per cent in 1995 and to just

below 10 per cent in 1996. Behind these average figures lie large differences in the level

of unemployment that will aot be levelled out in the near future (for example, while

Luxembourg's unemployment rate is expected to be 3.1 per cent in 1996, Spain will still

be experiencing a rate above 2l per cent).

13-12-9/t
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1,3 Growth Promoting Factors

The Community is experiencing a recovery process characterised by an initial exportJed

rebound being followed by investment growth and, subsequently, by a revival in private

consumption. Extra-Community exports underpinned rgcovery in late 1993 and early

1994, thanks to strong extra-EC market growth allied to market share gains. Extra and

intra-Community trade growth became mutually reinforcing, bolstering a strong

improvement in confidence. While intra-Community trade in 1995 and 1996 is expected

to grow as rapidly as the still buoyant rates of growth predicted for extra-EC exports,

the balance of growthlinducing forces is expected to shift over the lorecast period with "

domestic demand, and in particular business investment, increasing in relative

importance.

1.3.1 Exports

Fast-growing exports to the rest of the world have been a specific feature of the current

recovery. in the Community, with domestic producers increasingly drawn to foreign

markets to compensate for the downturn in domestic activity. A geographical

breakdown of the destination of these increases in extra-EC exports in 1993 and the first

quarter of 1994 indicates strong export

growth to virtually all extra-Community

countries and regions. The strong

rates of export growth registered from

the second quarter of 1993 onwards

reflect the impact of 'strong import

demand in most of the Community's

main export markets: North America,

Japan, South East Asia, China and

Latin America.

Chart 4

EC: extra.communlty exports; Investment
and private consumption

to

5

o

-5

.to
88 89 90 9t 92 93 91 95 96

The growth in export markets was combined with market share gains achieved followin,g

competitiveness improvements emanating from both a considerable reduction in the pac;e

of wage increases combined with unusually high productivity growth and a real

depreciation of the EC currencies as a bloc of more than 15 percent over the period

August 1992 to February 1994. Extra-EC export market growth (non-EC imports

weighted with the shares in the Community's total exports to non-EC countries) is

expected to register annual growth of 7 - 7 Yz per cent over the forecast period.

13-'12{t4
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In relation to the future growth perspectives for individual Member States it is interesting

to note that intra-EC trade is staging a strong revival. While an accurate assessment of

the role of intra-EC trade in any ongoing upturn is not possible, giv.en the lack of reliable

and timely data, it would appear from the available statistical evidence that intra-EC

trade has picked up significantly in the first half of 1994 following a sharp fall in 1993.

Intra-EC exports of goods are estimated to grow by about 7 lz per cent in 1994 and by a

similar magnitude in both 1995 and 1996. Gven domestic demand growth in the

Community of the order of 2-3 per cent over the same period, the strength of the

recovery in intra$,C trade is evidence perhaps of a reduction in internal trade barriers

driven by the impetus of the 1992 internal market programme. This rebound in trade

between Member States is an important factor in underpinning the sharp pick-up in

industrial confidence in 1994. With the expected continuance of strong intra-Community

trade volumes in 1995 and 1996 this will undoubtedly help to support the impressive

revival in investment which is projected to occur in these years.

1.3.2 Domestic Demand

The growth impulses coming from the external sector spilled over to domestic'demand.

Gross fixed capital formation is estimated to expand by around 2 t/z percent in 1994 and

is forecast to grow by between 5%-6Yzpercent annually in 1995196, a remarkable

turnaround onthe 1993 decline of over 5 percent. As regards private consumption, it is

estimated to have grown by | % percent rn 1994 and is forecast to increase by 2 and

2Vzpercent in 1995 and 1996. Althgugh significant efforts are being undertaken to

consolidate public finances, which will result in general government expenditure

increasing more slowly than GDP over the next two years, public consumption should

continue to grow in 1995 and, on the usual no policy-change assumption, even accelerate

Table 5
lnternational economic environment

(real annual percentage changes)

World output growth excl. EC

World import growth excl. EC

Extra-EC export market growth

Extra-EC exports (a)

Source: Commission services November {994 forecasts

(a) Commission services' estimates
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Chart 5
Com m u n ity-S u rvey indicators

Business confidence
(monthly figures)

Consumer confidence
(monthly figures)
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slightly in 1996. Finally, stockbuilding, which is estimated to have contributed half of a
percentage point to the rate of growth of GDP in 1994, is expected to continue to
contribute positively in 1995196 but by a smaller amount. Overall, for the Community

as a whole, domestic demand is expected to grow by close to 2 percent in 1994 and to
expand by 2% and 3 percent irt 1995 and 1996 respectively.

Investmert

As the recovery process deepens, investment is poised to overtake exports as the major

growth impetus. The White Paper on "Growth, Competitiveness, Employment"

indicated that the transition to a medium term growth path which could open the

possibility of a significant reduction in unemployment implied a real growth of capital

forination of 6-7 per cent p.a. or more. Such growth rates are indeed expected in the

Community over the next two years. This expected performance would exceed thal
experienced in the wake of the recovery following the 1975 recession and exceed, by far,

the investment pattern observed during the slow recovery in the first half of the 1980s.

Several factors are contributing to the improved outlook for investment:

- demand and output in the Community, supported by a favourable externarl

environment, has been rising for a number of quarters and expectations for
continued improvement are well grounded and widespread;

- capacity utilisation rates have risen significantly in recent months with a number of
countries reporting capacity constraints in certain export sectors;

13-12-9,1
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investment profitability remains healthy despite the depth of the recent recession and

in addition is expected to improve further in 1995-96;

a recovery in business and consumer confidence.

Chart 6
Investment profitability in the EC
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Business confidence is expected to continue its upward trend with the pickup in demand

filling order books and eventually inciting companies to expand their productive

capacities. Improved expectations of recovery, the absence of ERM tensions and the

growing degree of certainty surrounding the European integration and enlargement

processes all helped to bring about a strong improvement in the confidence of economic

agents (see chart 5). This is evident in the results of the recent surveys on business

confidence which show a spectacular rebound in sentiment since the autumn of last year.

The strength of the revival is unparalleled in previous upturns with industrial confidence

Communicy

^or2 
lr' ocr 

| 
,rn ot93 lu' ocr 

I 
t.n ^tra lu, o(t

levels now back at the levels reached in

1988 and 1990. Export volume

expectations, foreign order books and

production expectations have all staged

a strong recovery over recent quarters.

This recovery in confidence is occurring

despite the sharp increase in long-term

interest rates in the Communitv which

13-12-94
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has occurred in the course of the year. Such increases could be expected to hal,e

negative consequences on investment spending. On balance, however, the negatil,e

effects pertaining to the latter would appear to have been outweighed by the other
determinants of investment, such as demand expectations and the cash flow position of
firms, which have been in a strong position throughout the year. Business profitability
has, in fact, remained comparatively high throughout the downturn thanks to strong
productivity increases, resulting from labour shedding, and low rates of increase in wages
per head. Investment profitability is expected to remain strong in both 1995 and 1996

with real unit labour costs forecast to decline by 1.4 and 1.2 percent respectively.

Private Consumption
In 1994, the volume of private consumption incr'eased by 1.5 per cent notwithstanding ar

near stagnation of households'real disposable incomes. This increase was made possible,

by a reduction in the household saving ratio of one percent. This drop in the ratio
reflects the impact of improved consumer confidence. This confidence has been nurtured
by increased optimism with regard to the sustainability of the recovery process and by'

evidence in recent months of a small but consistent drop in the rate of unemployment in
the Community. In addition, successive years of low consumption growth in several

Community countries have led to the creation of a considerable amount of pent-up

Table 6
Labour productivity

1961.73 197+85 1986.90 1991.96 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

B

DK

WD

GR

E

F

IRL

I

L

NL

P

UK

4.3

3.2

4.0

8.1

6.5

4.7

4.3

5.5

3.0

3.9

6.6

2.9

2.1

1.5

1.9.

1.6

3.2

2.1

3.7

1.8

1.2

2.0

2.6

1.6

1.9

1.2

1.9

1.0

't.2

2.4

4.0

2.4

1.3

1.1

4.6

1.5

1.8

2.3

1.8

1.0

2.1

1.7

3.1

2.1

0.1

1.2

1.8

2..3

2.3

1.4

0.9

- 0.6

2.0

2.0

4.5

1.8

0.0

0.4

1.7

1.7

- 0.3

2.0

- 0.1

- 1.5

3.3

0.2

3.3

2.2

- 1.1

0.5

0.8

3.7

2.6

4.7

3.2

0.7

2.9

2.4

3.3

4.0

0.6

2.2

1.5

3.8

2.0

1.5

2.2

0.9

1.2

2.4

2.6

2.2

1.0

1.9

2.9

1.9

2.1

1.4

2.2

1.3

1.2

2.2

2.1

2.1

1.1

, 1.5

2.7

1.7

EC* 4.4 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.6 1.4 3.1 2.1 2.0
* excluding the five new German Ldnder
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demand for consumer durables. Lower

interest rates and fiscal incentives

appear to have prqmpted increased

expenditure on such items in 1994.

These trends are forecast to continue
t

and strengthen into the near future.

Private consumption is projected to

increase by 2 per cent next year and

Chart 8

' Gross private saving: total, households and
corporate enterprises - EURS'

9$ of GDP f, m*td Ddcq
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ZYz per cent in 1996 against smaller rates of increase in households' real disposable

income. As a result the savings ratio is forecast to decline by another half a percentage

point over the next two years. It should be pointed out, however, that this decline in the

households savings ratio is not a source of immediate concern. This process of
reduction is essentially one of normalisation following increases in the ratio during the

years of slowdown and recession in the Community.

Furthermore, as chart 8 indicates, the trend for total private saving, which is an

aggregation of household and corporate sector savings, has in fact not changed

substantially over the recent past. In fact, total private savings are expected to grow

modestly over the forecast period as a result of the strength of corporate profit growth.

This overall pattern of declining household saving providing a boost to private

consumption allied to increasing corporate sector saving which should underpin

investment activity is in keeping with the balanced growth path to the year 2000 seen as

desirable by the Commission, built on annual changes in consumption growth of the

order of 2 t/z per cent and investment of 6-7 per cent.

1.4 Favourable outlook not without risks and uncertainties

The overall favourable outlook for growth and the turnaround in labour market

developments should not lead to reduced attention being given to the risks and

uncertainties related to economic developments in the immediate future.

The expected sharp improvement in investment relies not only on better business

prospects, founded on a favourable demand outlook, but also on the anticipated further

increase in profitability and on a reasonable relationship between borrowing costs and

expected'real returns on investment. In this context, concerns have been expressed
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about the possible effects on the real economy of a continuation of the upward
movement of long term rates that has occurred since the beginning of 1994.

Another concern that has been discussed in recent months is the possible effect on the
outlook for Community exports of renewed dollar weakness vis-d-vis European
currencies. This would not only affect exports to the USA and countries whose
currencies are linked to the US dollar but would also be likely to have a negative impact
on market shares in all other countries. In addition, the present outlook is based on the
forecast that energy prices would remain relatively stable. Any substantial departure
from this assumption could have significant negative repercussions.

Substantial policy risks may also result from the projected strong economic performance
itself. Progress could be negatively influenced in three main areas:

i) Firstly, the recovery is creating a positive cyclical contribution to current receipts of
the public authorities and is thereby automatically reducing the net borrowing of
most Member States. If governments tend to be satisfied with the improvements
achieved by cyclical movements the return to sustainable debt levels in the mediunr
term would be rendered more difticult, with negative consequences for inflationary
expectations, long term interest rates and, ultimately, economic growth.

iD Secondly, the better than expected performance of the Community economy might
lead to less determined action to improve job prospects and reduce rigidities througtl
labour market reforms, which would have grave repercussions on the prospects for
reducing unemployment substantially in the medium term.

iii) Thirdly, capacity constraints may start emerging as the recovery strengthens with a

risk that the monetary authorities may have to adopt a tighter policy course in the
absence of appropriate budgetary and wage behaviour. It should be stressed,

however, that this is not an immediate risk with the appearance of inflationary
pressures not likely to emerge before the end of 1995. Thi timing of any re-
awakening of price pressures will, of course, be dependent on the speed with which
the output gap is closed. Significant differences exist, in this respect, between
Member States.

While not downplaying the seriousness of these risks, the present momentum of the
recovery seems strong enough to warrant the relatively optimistic forecasts presented in
this report. In addition, the progress made in increasing productivity, in maintaining and
improving profitability levels and in enhancing the Community's competitive position
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suggest the capacity to withstand external developments less positive than those

presented here. Indeed, it cannot be excluded that the growth path during the next two

years will be even more favourable than currently assumed if the growth promoting

factors expected to be at work turn out to have a niore significant effect on the economy

than presently envisaged.

BOX 1

The Economies of the New Member States

Enlarging the Union: The three countries scheduled to join the European Union at the
beginning of 1995 will augment the Union area by a good third (37%) and the number of Union
citizens by around 6%, whilst Union GDP will increase by 7o/o. In 1993, GDP per head of
population measured in PPS was above the EU average in Austria (9%), while it was just below
average in Sweden and 14o/o below average in Finland.

General economic situation: The European Union is the most important trading partner
for the new member countries, comprising between 47o/o (Finland) and 66% (Austria) of their
externaltrade. Cyclical developments and synchronisation in the Nordic countries have differed
from the EU, while the conelation of the Austrian and the Union cycle has been particularly
marked. While the cycle in Austria slowed down in line with the EU in the early 1990s,
Sweden's economy contracted sharply after substantial overheating during the 1980s and
output in Finland slumped after domestic overheating and as previously significant exports to
the Soviet Union collapsed after 1989.

Labour market: Historically, all three countries had an outstanding employment and
unemployment record, compared with most Union countries. In all these eountries, incomes
policies have been highly centralised and extensive labour market measures were in place
especially in the Nordic countries. The recent economic downturn has, however, pushed open
unemployment in Sweden from 2% to an unprecedented 8% (an additional 5o/o are in active
labour m-arket programmes) and in Finldnd trom 4.5Yo to an eXraordinary 19%.

Inflation and interest rates: While the Austrian inflation rate (CPl) has been below the
EU average for a long time due to the peg of the Schilling to the DM, Finland's rate was mostly
slightly above the Union average and Sweden's inflation used to be substantially above the
Union average in the 1980s. After the 1992 curency turmoil, monetary policy in the Nordic
countries has been set to contain inflation. Thus, the underlying inflation rates are under control
in all the new member countries. Long-term interest rates_in Austria are presently well below
the Union average, with those of Finland and Sweden being above, reflecting, inter alia, the
state of the public finances in the latter countries.

External balance: The current account balance in Austria has been broadly balanced
since the early 1980s, benefiting from compensating cyclical movements of its elements.
Finland's balance deteriorated in 1989 to 5% of GDP due to the slump in exports. The recent
export-led upswing has reversed this unsustainable deficit to a surplus of some 2%. Sweden
minored Finland on a more moderate scale, as the deficit was mainly due to domestic factors.
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Public finances: Shares of public expenditures in GDP have exceeded the EU average
substantially in Sweden and slightly in Austria. In Finland it has exceeded the EU average only
during the recent recession, while it was markedly smaller before. While the geneml
government net financial balance has fluctuated closely around -3o/o of GDP for 20 years in
Austria and was moving between +1o/o and +7o/o in Finland, swings were marked in Sweden.
The r:ecent recession has led to a deterioration in Austria's general government deficit by more
than 2 percentage points to 4.1% of GDP in 1993. The recession had an even more serious
effect on Finland and Sweden, with deficits of 7o/o and 13o/o of GDP, respectively, in 1993.
Government debt as a percentage of GDP has risen reeently just above 60% in Austria. While
recession and devaluation of the currency have pushed the gross debt ratio up by 36
percentage points to some 88% of GDP in Sweden in the period 1990-1994, these factors
increased the Finnish debt ratio by 58 percentage points to about 72o/o of GDP over the same
period.

Exchange rate policy: Ail the new member countries pursued fixed exchange rate
policies prior to the turmoil in European currency markets in the second hatf of 1992. Austria
was unaffected by the turbulence and was able to maintain its exchange rate objective, vis-A-
vis the DM in this case. Afier substantial devaluations of the Finnish and Swedish currencies,
the Nordic new member countries have opted for floating regimes, which required new
guidelines for monetary policy. Both Finland and Sweden have chosen explicit inflation
targets.

Economic outlook for 1995/1996

In general, the three new Member States are expected to perform well during the next two
years, but there are notable differences between them. The new Member States have to
undertake the same efforts as existing Union Members in order to reach the policy obJectives of
the Community.

In Austria, exports of goods and investment push real GDP growth close to and then
slightly above 3% in the period 1994-1996. Price increases remain moderate al3o/o, with only 2.
/.% in 1995, due to lower food prices as a result df accession. As employment increases
quickfy, unemployment should come down some % of a percentage point to 5 /to/o. The
transfers to the EU budget and adjustment measures push the general government deficit lo
almost 5% of GDP in 1995, before automatic stabilisers reduce it.

Finland emerges from the deep recession via an exceptionally strong export
performance, helped by the currency devaluation, which boosts investment in equipment at
outstanding growth rates above 20o/o in 1995 and 1996, though mainly in export industries.
GDP growth of 4 Y,o/o on average during the three years should lower unemployment from 18!/o
to a still high 14% in 1996. Inflation remains at moderate levels, as private consumption is still
subdued relative to capacity in the domestically oriented sector. The general government
deficit will stay around 5% in 1994 and 1995 due to postponed tax refunds, before it comes
down to 2 lzo/o in 1996. The net transfers vis-i-vis the EU budget should be close to balance.

Sweden's economic activity is forecast to expand by close lo 3% per year through to
1996. While high export growth and associated investment pulled Sweden out of recession in
1994, domestic demand gradually takes over as the driving force in the forecast period.
Inflation, after having been pushed upwards by the currency devaluation, should benefit frorn
moderate unit labour cost increases, supplemented, however, by pressure from indirect tax
increases in the forecast period. Employment, which contracted in 1994 by close to 1%, should
expand at around 1%% in 1995 and 1996, thereby gradually reducing open unemployment to
just below 7%. Public consumption is expected to decline in real terms in order to regain control
of the general government deficit. The deficit peaked at 13Yto/o of GDP in 1993 and should
come down to a still high 7 %% in 1996.
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Chapter 2t Further progress in convergence

I{age moderation, substantial productivity increases and a still relatively low degree of
capacity utilisation have all helped to make additional progress towqrds convergence in
the rates of inflation. The inflation situation in a majority of Member States is now
relatively satisfactory. Unsatisfactory progress, however, has been made in reducing
budget deficits. The strength of the recovery is offering an opportunity to step up
efforts in this area. Exchange rates have been stable and progress has also been made
towards'convergence of long term interest rates. Provided that additional efforts are
made, especially in the budgetary area, it is now reslistic to expect that a majority of
Member States could meet the EIvIU criteria by the deadlines set out in the Treaty. The

strength of the recovery is also creating favourable conditions for q resumption of the
catching-up process ofthe lessfavoured countries and regions.

2.1 The recovery favours real convergence

Recent real convergence trends are conventionally examined on the basis of the relative

position of countries in terms of GDP per capita. However, limiting the analysis to the

level of the Member States very often masks some important differences between smaller

geographical units such as regions2. Indeed, disparities between the regions of the

Community in general show a more varied picture than that suggested by an analysis at

the level of the Member States. Unfortunately, regional data are available only with a

substantial delay and the

assessment of recent real

convergence trends must

therefore be conducted on the

basis of country data. On this

basis, progress was mixed in
1993-94: while Ireland improved

its relative position in terms of
GDP per head, that of Spain

hardly changed and. those of
Portugal and Greece deteriorated

somewhat. In 1995 and 1996,

the real convergence process.is

expected to continue for Ireland,

to resume in Spain and Portugaf

while the relative position of

Regional trends are anitysed in: European Commission (1994), Competitiveness and cohesion: trends in the regions,

Fifth Periodic Report on the Social and Economic Situation and Development of the Regions of ihe Community.

Table 7: GDP per head
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(1)'Excluding the five new German Ldnder
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Greece is projected to deteriorate further.

These trends are best assessed against the overall trend in real convergence over the last

decade which saw a slight widening in disparities between 1980 and 1985 followed by a
period of narowing which came to a halt in 1992 due to the slowdown in activity in the

Community. Spain and Portugal were able to improve their relative positions by 4.9 and

7.4 percentage points of the Community average respectively since 1986, the year in
which they joined the Community. An even more impressive performance was

registered in Ireland, which increased its

relative position by around 21 percentage

points of the Community average during

the same period. Despite a slight

improvement between 1990 and 1992

Greece was the only country in this group

to register a deterioration in its relative

position compared to the situation

prevailing in the early 1980s.

Chart 9
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2.2 Nominal convergence on a promising trend

Following a significant setback during the early 1990s, renewed progress has been made

towards greater nominal convergence in the Community. However, what has been

achieved is not yet entirely satisfactory and in order to achieve the targets set out in the:

Maastricht Treaty additional efforts will have to be undertaken.

2.2.1 Moderate price increases achieved and expected

The inflation performance of the Community has improved significantly. After a peak o1:

5.4 percent in 1991, the average rate of inflation, measured by the private consumption

deflator, declined eontinuously and is estimated to have reached 3.1 per cent in 1994. I1:

is expected that average price increases in the Community will decline.further in 1995 bul:

that there could be a modest acceleration in 1996.

Average inflation in the Community, on the basis of the private consumption deflator.

was 4.7 percent in 1990, and in terms of the GDP deflator, 5.2 percent. A further

deterioration in inflation occurred in 1991, with both indices recording inflation at 5.4

percent. 'In the case of Germany, the increase reflected the strong growth in internal.

demand resulting from unification-induced public expenditure and tax increases, bul.
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several other Member States (France, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and the UK) also

experienced an acceleration in inflation.

Early signs that inflation was decelerating emerged in l992and inflation has been on a
downward trend since. The private consumption and the GDP deflator recorded average

inflation at virtually the same rate (4 % percent) in 1992, and at 3.9 and 3.7 percent,

respectively, in 1993. In the course of 1994, additional declines in inflation were

achieved bringing the figures for the Community as a whole to historically low levels: the
private consumption deflator is expected to rise by 3.1 percent and the GDP deflator by

2.7 percent

The reduction in inflation to the low rate recorded this year has been the result of several

factors. First, actual inflation is still reflecting the effects of the recession; with the

output gap, by most estimates, remaining wide and price changes having consequently

slowed down. Furthermorg wage moderation, high productivity increases, a relatively

low degree of capacity utilisation and the appreciation of Community cunencies against

the US dollar have all had a beneficial imp4ct on restraining inflation.

Table 8
Inflation developments

(percentage change in the deflator of private consumption)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

B
DK
D"
GR
E
F

IRL
I

L

NL
P
UK

3.6
2.7
2.8

19.2
6.5
2.9

1.6
5.9
3.6

2.2
12.6
5.5

2.5
2.2
3.8

18.5
6.3
3.2

2.5
6.9
2.9

3.2
11.1
7.4

2.1
2.1
4.8

14.6
6.4
2.4

2.8
5.2
2.8

3.0
9.8
4.8

2.6
1.7
3.9

13.6
5.6
2.1

1.6
5.1
3.6

2.1
7.9
3.5

2.6
1.8
2.8

10.8
4.9
1.7

2.8
4.O
2.3

2.3
5.5
2.5

2.5
2.1
2.2

9.5
4.5
1.9

2.7
?4

2.5

2.4
4.6
2.9

2.6
2.4
2.4

9.0
4.4
2.1

2.7
3.5
2.7

2.5
4.4
3.3

EC12 4.7 5.4 4.6 3.9 3.1 z.Y 3.1

GDP Deflator EC12

Unit Labour costs EC12

5.2

6.0

5.4

5.5

4.5

4.6

3.7

2.7

2.7

0.2

2.8

1.4

3.0

1.8

Source: November 1994 forecasts by the Commission services ' West Germany for '1990 and 1991
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Wage settlements have also moderated in line with
the deceleration of inflation and in 1994 nominal

compensation per employee is expected to grow by
3.4 percent; thi.s compares to an average of around

7 percent recorded in the period 1990-92 and t,t
4.2 percent seen in 1993. Labour productivity, on
the other hand, is estimated to grow by over 3

percent this year, reflecting the rapid expansion of
output and the impact of restructuring measures;

this productivity growth is not, however, atypical

of recovery phases. As a result, nominal unit
labour costs have increased by only 0.2 pereent this

year compared with an average of 4 % percent in

the period 1990-93. Finally, import price inflation
has averaged around one percent during this period.

The good inflation performance this year has been shared by virtually all Member States,

On the basis of the private consumption de.flator, inflation appears to have stabilised in
Belgium at around 2.5 percent, while in three Member States (Denmark, Ireland, the:

Netherlands) it has accelerated marginally since 1993, while remaining low. Marked
improvements have been made in Germany (down l.l percentage points to an estimatedl

2.8 percent in 1994), Greece (2.8 percentage points to 10.8 percent), France (0.4

percentage points to |.7 percent), Spain (0.7 percentage points to 4.9 percent), Italy (1. I
percentage points to 4 percent), Luxembourg (1.3 percentage points to 2.3 percent),

Portugal (2.4 percentage points to 5.5 percent) and the UK (1 percentage point to 2.5
percent).

These favourable price trends are expected to continue in 1995 and.1996. Unit labour
costs 'are expected to increase somewhat but the projected rates of increase, at
significantly less than two per cent a year, will remain at historically low levels. Tighter
demand conditions, however, will allow firms to edge prices up and, ater a further slight
slowing down in 1995, the deflator of private consumption is expected to accelerate to
3.1 per cent in 1996 (3 per cent for the deflator of GDP).

Seven Member States are expected to show a broadly acceptable inflation path - within
the intermediate 2 to 3 per cent range set in the Broad Guidelines - white the situation in
the other five remains unsatisfactory, albeit to different degrees. In 1996, Portugal,
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Spain and Italy, notwithstanding some additional improvement, are expected to be still

outside the desired range (about 4 lz percent in Spain and Portugal and 3 Vz percent in

ftaly). In the United Kingdom, the rate of inflation, which in 1994 was well within the

Guidelines target range, is expected to progressively increase and be above 3 per cent in

1996. The Greek rate of inflation is projected to decline although the pace of decline

may be slower than in the recent past. Additional efforts are required in most of these

countries in a large number of areas but especially with regard to wage behaviour and

budgetary trends. All Member Stites, irrespective of their'relative success in reducing

inflation, must maintain policies aimed at securing the objective of price stability. This

means maintaining a stable macroeconomic framework, conducting prudent budgetary

and monetary policies and strengthening competition in markets.

2.2.2 Insufficient progress in budgetary consolidation

While the recession brought budget deficits to record heights in 1993 (6 per cent of

GDp), 1994 saw the beginning of a turnaround which is expected to lead to a reduction

in the Community's average budget deficit to about 4 per cent of GDP in 1996' A large

part of this reduction, however, will be the automatic result of both the expansion in

GDp and renewed employment growth on government receipts and expenditure. In

Lgg63, the average cyclicalty-adjusted government deficit in the Community is still

expected to be about 4 % per cent of GDP, which is clearly too high.

Chatt I I

EC: actual and cyclically'adjusted government deficits

In 1994, budgetary trends have been

disappointing in several Member States

(see chapter 4, section 4) and in

October 1994 the Council, in its first

application of the.new procedure aimed

at avoiding "Excessive Budget

Deficits", decided that ten out of the

twelve Member States were in a

situation of excessive deficit.

In particular, in Greece the budget deficit continues to be the highest in the community

and remains well above the reference value in the Tr.eaty. In Italy, the budget deficit

The Commission's forecasts are based on the usual "no.policy-change" assumption. This has important implications

in the case of buctgetary policy since most govemments'will innounce in the course of 1995 measures designed to'

influencetrends in 1996which could not be incorporated inthe present forecasts. Budgetary projections for 1996

simply extrapolate the effects of measures already in force.
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remained practically stable for the third year running at the very high level of 9 Vz per

cent of GDP. Spain and France achieved small reductions in their deficits, which,

however, remain too high (7.0 and 5.6 per cent of GDP respectively in 1994).

According to the November 1994 Commission forecasts, the outlook for next year and

for 1996 suggests that, under current policies, fiscal consolidation will not fully exploit
the opportunities offered by the emergence of a stronger growth performance, even

though the projected deficits will be on a downward path.

Table 9

Generalgovernment net
bonowins (.) or lendinq (+) General government gross debt

percentages of GDP

1994 1995 1996 1994 1995 1996

B -5.5 -4.7 -4.0 '140.1 138.7 136.0

DKl -4.3 -3.0 ' -2.2 78.0 78.0 78.2

D -2.9 -2.4 -2.0 51.0 2) 59.4 58.9

GR -14.1 -13.3 -12.9 121.3 125.4 128.1

E -7.0 -6.0 -4.7 63,5 65.8 66.1

F -5.6 -4.9 -3.9 50.4 53.4 55.6

IRL -2.4 -2.0 -1.5 89.0 83.7 7e.1

I -9.6 -8.6 -7.9 123.7 126.8 128.6

L 1.3 1.6 2.0 9.2 9.8 cto

NL -3.8 -3.5 -2.7 78.9 78.8 78.0

P -6.2 -5.8 -4.8 70.4 71.7 72.3

UK -6.3 -4.6 -3.4 50.4 52.4 53.1

EC -5.6 -4.7 -3.9 68.8 72.7 73.2

European Commission estimates of November 1994
1) Government deposits with the cental bank, govanment holdings of non-govanment bonds and public enterprises

related debt are expected to amount to 24.4% oI GDP in 1994.
2) The sharp increase in the German debt ratio in 1995 is mainly caused by the take-ova by the government of off.

budget unification+elated liabilities, the most importqnt of vrfrich is the debt of he 'Treuhandanstalf .

For the Community as a whole, net borrowing as a percent of GDP is expected to
narrow to 4.7 per cent next year and to 3.9 per cent in 1996. In five Member States

(Denmark, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK) the projected reductions in
general government net borrowing are consistent with the objectives set in the national
convergence programme's. On the other hand, the projections for Belgium, Spain,

France, Italy, and Portugal indicate that continued efforts or additional measures are
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needed to reach these objectives. Finally, the projection for Greece points to only a

small reduction in the budget deficit from its present very high levela.

Pubtic debtvill grow at a slower pace

As shown in Table 9, the ratio of government debt to Cornmunity GDP has already

reached worrying dimensions and continues to deteriorate. In the Commission's Autumn

1994 forecast the debt ratio is expected to increase faster than predicted in the

convergence programmes in the cases of Greece, France, Italy, and Portugal. Movements

in the debt ratio which are broadly consistent with the convergence prograrnme estimates

are projected for Belgium (gradually declining), Denmark (generally stable), Spain

(rising) and the IIK (modestly rising).

In the case of Germany, it is expected that the debt ratio will peak in 1995, as predicted

in the convergence programme, and in the case of Ireland, faster economic growth and

lower deficits wilt contribute to the debt ratio declining faster than in the convergence

programme; a similar path is also expected in the case of the Netherlands. Finally,

Luxembourg's debt ratio is expected to stabilise at below 10 percent of GDP over the

next two years.

The projected increase in the debt ratio in 1995 and 1996 provides a measure of the

adjustment which is necessary in order to put the debt ratio on a declining trend.

Clearly, some Member States are confronted with substantially greater and more urgent

adjustment needs than others @elgium, Italy, Greece) but the need to reduce the debt

ratio applies to almost all. Since the debt ratio is in most cases so large, all Member

States are vulnerable to adverse interest rate shocks.

2.2.3 Relatively stable exchange rates

Since 2 August 1993, the ERM has been functioning with bands of +/-15 percent. The

tensions, which characterised the period June 1992 to the summer of 1993, have

subsided since the August decision and, after some initial downward movements, most

ERM currencies have now moved substantially back towards their unchanged central

rates. 1994 to date has beencharacterised by a continuation of this relatively high degree

of stability in the ERM. The non-ERM currencies, however, experienced, to different

degrees, additional depreciations in the course of 1994.

4The Commission's projections were finalised before the adoption of tl, e 1995 Greek budget.
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Chart 12

Exchange rate stability vis-i-vis the DM
l3ranek moving coefficient ofrarialion (slandard devialion divided by the average)
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This lack of turbulence has been due to the cautious manner in which monetary decisions

have been taken in Member States and to the general improvement in economic

conditions which has increased the room for manoeuvre of the authorities. The

credibility of the central rafes have been strengthened by the operation of monetary

policy and the functioning of the ERM since August 1993. In addition, the re-

introduction of two-way risk into the system has done much to eliminate the sources of
speculative pressure.

From the beginning of 1994,a policy of cautiously lowering official or key interest rates,

in line with cuts in German official rates, has been followed by most Community central

banks leading to an overall reduction in short-term interest rates throughout the
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Community. This policy has been facilitated by continued progress in reducing

inflationary pressures.

2.2.4 Progress on interest rate convergence

Convergence of long term interest rates depends closely on the progress towards price

stability and budgetary consolidation required for exchange rate stability. Progress in

these two areas led to a narowing of differentials in the second half of 1993; but during

the course of 1994 differentials have widened again. This emphasises the need for

markets to be convinced of the durability of progress in these areas. All in all,

convergence of long term interest rates presents an encouraging, if not a totally

satisfactory, picture (see chart l3).

The gradual downward trend in short-term interest rates which occurred in most

Member States contrasted with developments with regard to the long end of the mark6t.

Long-term interest rates abruptly changed direction at the beginning of t994. The

chart l3
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downward trend in both long term

interest rates and differentials with

Germany, which had been a feature of
developments in 1993, came to an end

in February 1994. BY October,

nominal long term interest rates

(benchmark l0 years) were about 250

basis points (CommunitY average)

higher than earlier ifi the year.

This development appears to have been triggered by the rise in US bond yields following

concerns about future inflationary trends in the US. Internal EC factors, such as the

implications for inflationary expectations of improving growth prospects, growing

market concerns in relation to underlying budgetary imbalances in a large. number of

Member States and perceptions of undershooting of the budgetary targets at the end of

1993, must also share part of the "responsibility" for the significant increases which

occurred in virtually alt Mernber States.' The increases in the individual Member States

were significantly different reflecting the stage of the cycle in different countries and, in

some cases, uncertainty about the future evolution of public debt that has given rise to

inflationary premia.
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Chapter lz The Medium Term to the, year 2AOO

The major task facing economic policy at the present time is to transform the current
recovery into a sustainable medium-term process characterised by strong rates oJ'
growth in both output and employment and better economic convergence. The policies
required to achieve these two objectives are the same. The improvement in the
economic outlook opens up the perspective of a return to a medium-term growth path
similal to that experienced in the second half of the 1980s and similar to the path laid
out in the Commission's White Paper on "Growth, Competitiveness, Employment" as
being a necessary condition for achieving a substantial reduction in unemployment by
the end of the present decade. The realisation of this objective demands that present
efforts to improve the dynamism and competitiveness of the Community economy and
the functioning of the labour markets are intensifed and that appropriate
mqcroeconomic policies are strictly adhered to.

3.1 Medium-term projections for growth and employment

The nature of the present recovery process in the Community, which was driven initially
by exports and subsequently by a strong rebound in investment, bodes well for the

achievement of the main medium-term targets in terms of growth and employment. The

present upturn offers an opportunity to introduce far-reaching structural reforms that

allied . to consistent macroeconomic policies hold out the possibility of significantly

reducing unemployment by the year 2000. The current upturn is, in fact, developing

according to the path envisaged in the White Paper.

The medium-term projections of the services of the Commission as well as those of the

IMF and the OECD'suggest the possibility of a medium-term growth path of between 3

and 3 t/z per cent per annum to the year 2000. Such a favourable outcome is dependent

however on the realisation of the following crucial assumptions;
. a neutral international environment, in terms of its impact on economic conditions in

the Community;

t a stability-oriented monetary policy which will not be burdened by inappropriate

budgetary and wage behaviour;

e the continuation of budgetary consolidation efforts in a large number of Member

States;

. an evolution of wages similar to that which occurred in the 1980s;

o the continuation of the structural reform measures undertaken in the past.

Given the nature of these assumptions, the outcome of the medium-term projections is

essentially an illustration of the fact that, given the implementation of sound policies, the
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achievement of strong and healthy

economic developments is possible.

The growth path of 3-3 Yz per cent

annually until the end of the century

will, according to the Commission

projections, be mainly driven by internal

forces i.e. investment and consumption.

Investment leads the recovery,

progressively returning towards growth

rates of 6-7 per cent over the period 1996-2000. This strong and sustained rate of
growth results from an ongoing i-prou.r.nt in the profitability of capital a trend which

had been interrupted in the early 1990s, and by the increasingly favourable prospects for

the evolution of final demand.

With investment growing at a faster rate than total output,.the share of investment in

GDP is expected to increase to around 22-23 per cent in the year 2000. This growth in

investment will have positive effects both in terms of the additional capacity generated

and in terms of adding directly to demand and employment creation. Increases in

employment combined with real wage increases per head remaining positive, but below

the rate of increase in labour productivity, will support households' real disposable

incomes and consequently private consumption. The latter is forecast to grow on

average by about 2 % per cent annually over the period to 2000.

chaft l4
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If these investment. and consumption

trends can be realised, a sustained 3-

3 Y) per cent overall growth rate is

possible over the medium-term. In these

circumstances, assuming that labour

productivity trends are maintained at

ther 1974=94 average of about Zper

cent per yltr, these rates of GDP

growth would involve emploYment

growth of I to I Vz per cent annually. Such employment increases would translate into

yearly falls in unemployment of between a half and one per cent of the labour force under

the assumption that the labour supply will grow to the year 2000 at about half a per cent

a year (resulting, in equal proportions, from demographic factors and an increase in the
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participation rate). Unemployment could consequently be reduced to around 7 per cent

of the active population by the year 2000.

A rate of unemployment of about 7 per cent of the civilian labour force, while impressive

compared to recant experience, would not correspond entirely to the White Paper

objective of halving the rate of unemployment by the year 2000. This can only be

achieved if, first, the structural measures aimed at increasing the endogenous growth

forces in the Community are successful and growth can therefore be at the upper end of
the expected scale of 3-3 Vzper cent. Secondly, achievement of the objective requires

that policies to increase the Community's capacity to create jobs for any given rate of
output growth are implemented quickly and with determination. If the above conditions

are met, then the White Paper objective becomes achievable. These medium-term

projections illustrate not only that significant progress in reducing unanployment can be

made but also indicate the nature of the policy challenge ahead and the limits to what can

be achieved on the basis ofpresent trends.

3.2 Conditions necessary for stronger growth and
employment creation

Sustained rates of growth at the high level mentioned in the previous paragraphs cannot

be obtained by direct government intervention. Such an economic evolution will depend

both on the establishment and maintenance of appropriate macro- and microeconomic

policies and on adaptations in the behaviour of economic agents. Respect for these

conditions will be essential in ensuring that any such growth process is sustainable, non-

inflationary and respectful of the environment

3.2.1. The role of structural policies

As growth accelerates, the environment for implementing structura| adjustment policies

will become more favourable. Resistance will be reduced to the implementation of
policies directed towards removing obstacles to competition and other rigidities.

Furthermore, active labour market policies will acquire a more meaningful perspective

with recipients of these policy interventions having an increased likelihood of actually

finding jobs. However, complacency on the part of governments in implementing the

necessary reforms should not be underestimated in an improving economic environment.

This reaction, while understandable, would be a serious mistake since opportunities to

enhance the dynamism of the Community's economy and its capacity to create jobs will
rarely be as favourable as at the present time.
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3. 2. 1. 1 Comp etitiveness

Support for structural meazures aimed at increasing the endogenous growth forces of the

Community (such as those put forward in the 1993 White Paper) is strong throughout

the Member States. Promoting the competitiveness, the dynamism and ultimately the

productivity of all sectors of the Community's economy is essential to secure its long-

term prosperity. If the appropriate macro-econornic conditions are created and effective

labour market policies are implemented, the structural efforts to improve productivity

and competitiveness will result in stronger growth and employment creation.

Gven the differences in the nature of the production process, however, the productivity

gains will be stronger in some sectors than in others. In the former sectors, the

ernployment gains for any given rate of output growth will be smaller as a result of the

faster productivity growth, but this will be offset by strong employment increases in the

sectors where productivity growth is, because of technical constraints, slower.

The process ofjob creation in the latter group of sectors will be financed by a transfer of

wealth operated through changes in relative prices: under the pressure of competition,

the prices of the products of the sectors with the fastest productivity increases will fall

when compared to other sectors of the economy; conversely those of the sectors where

productivity increases are smaller will increase. This mechanism has worked well during

the 1950s and 60s, as well as in 1985-90 and could thus be revived in the framework of a

Table 10

Employment, productivity and relative prices in agriculture, industry and services

(Belgium, West Germany, France, ltaly and the Netherlands; changes in per cent per year)

Indicatot
Period Tohl Agriculture Industry

Market
Services

Non-matket
Services

Value added 1961-73

1974-85

1986-90

4.9

2.1

3.1

1.8

1.7

1.7

5.5

1.0

2.4

5.6

3.2

4.0

3.7

2.3

1.4

Employment 1961-73

1974-85

1986-90

0.3

0.2

1.0

-4.6

-2.9

-3.1

+0.5

-1.4

+0.3

1.6

1.7

2.4

2.2

2.0

1.0

Productivity 1961-73

1974-85

1986€0

4.6

1.9

2.1

6.5

4.7

4.9

5.0

2.4

2.1

4.0

1.5

1,6

1.5

0.3

0.4

Relative
prices t1

1961-73

1974-85

1986-90

-0.4

-2.5

-2.0

-1,0

-0.4

-0.4

0.7

0,5

0.4

3.4

3.5

2.9

Source: EUROSTAT and Commission senrices 1) Inoease in the deflata of gross value added for the sector relative to the

increase in the GDP deflator
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strong macro-economic growth process. These sectoral shifts are indeed the very

'process by which employment is'created in a market economy in the course of
modernisation, ensuring that the desired productivity increases result not in a net job

destruction but in the creation of wealtb part of which must be used to cushion the

social costs of the unavoidable adjustment process. For this process to work effectively

and yield net increases in jobs, three conditions must be met: i) changes in relative prices

must be allowed to take place; this means in essence that competition must be allowed to

operate; ii) policies must be oriented towards accommodating structural adjustment - if
necessary by cushioning its adverse social effects - instead of hindering it and iii) overall

economic growth must be sufficiently strong,

3.2.1.2 Employment

The present momentum of the recovery should allow a return to a level. of output close

to potential and should entail the elimination of the so called 'cyclical unemployment",

which can be roughly qstimated at I to 2 percentage points of the peak level (l I per

cent) reached in 1994. Indeed, the remaining part of unemploymenf (9 to l0 Yo of the

labour force), the so-called "classical" part, can only be absorbed by the creation ofnew
physical working posts, i.e. by a strong expansion of productive capacity. This

condition, however, is not sufficient because classical unemployment is overlapped by the

inadequacy of a part of the labour force to secure the kind of jobs that will become

available through the growth process. The size of this overlap, which represents

structural unemployment stricto sensu, is difficult to assess but the amount of long

term unemployment (about 45Yo of the unemploye d, i.e. 5Yo of the active population) can

be used as a rough approximation. The limit between classical and structural is

somewhat floating and tensions on the labour market may appea.r even before it is

reached. However, this limit could also be made less constraining by adequate labour

market policies.

The reduction of unemployment to the rates mentioned in the White Paper will require

the net creation of 15 rnillion jobs through a combination of strong growth and actions

aimed at increasing the job content of that growth. Labour market policies can make a

significant contribution to achieving this goal through three main channels:

r increasing the employability of workers in general and especially that of the young

and of the long term unemployed (reducing skills mis-match);
. avoiding the labour market.tensions, also with regard to wages, which tend to

appear during periods of high growth and employment creation;
e enhancing the employrnent content of growth.
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3.2.2 Avoiding or oyercoming the macro-economic obstacles to growth

The policies to improve both competitiveness and the functioning of the labour markets

discussed in the previous section would not be in a position to realise their full potential

unless the growth process in the Community is allowed to develop without encountering

two major macro-economic obstacles to growth:

i) an unbalanced policy mix, which might result from tensions between the stability

objective and inappropriate budgetary and wage behaviour; and

iD an insufficient growth of potential output, which could lead to inflationary pressures.

As regards the/irst obstacle,the easing in monetary conditions during the course of the

past two years shows the extent to which the policy mix has been rebalanced but clearly

more is needed. The opportunity created by the improvement in the economic outlook

must be taken advantage of to prevent the re-emergence, for diffterent reasons, of the

distorted policy mix that has characterised the Community's policy framework over

recent years. The objective of deficit reduction should be pursued with particular vigour

in those countries where high public debt ratios have placed an excessive burden on

monetary policies irrespective of cyclical conditions. There must be a credible

framework of price stability to which economic agents can adapt their expectations. In

this respect, the moves in a number of countries to make their central banks independent

represent a very important step.

In the foreseeable cyclical circumstances of the next two years, ones of relatively strong

growth, the reduction of budget deficits necessary to buttress confidence in financial

stability and to improve the allocation of resources over time is likely to have short-term

demand effects that go in the direction of restraining inflationary pressures. The need

for any monetary response to avoid overheating would be correspondingly reduced.

As regards wage trends, recent developments are displaying greater consistency with the

intermediate stability objective, set in the December 1993 guidelines exercise, of a rate of

inflation of no more than 2-{ per cent. The current wage behaviour is similar to the pay

trends recorded during the expansion phase of the last cycle i.e. between 1982 and 1988.

At that time, moderate wage settlements contributed significantly to the disinflation

process which occurred. With regard to the Community's present situation, it is

essential that the moderate wage evolution experienced in 1994 and forecast for 1995 is

maintained over the medium-term. This is necessary not only for the maintenance of a
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low rate of inflation bub for the success of any ambitions to generate an employment-

creating growth performance.

It is to be hoped that the increasing credibility of the overall policy framework, the

implementation of the previously mentioned reform measures in the labour market as

well as the initiation of an active social dialogue process will all help in generating the

type of outcome which is both socially and economically desirable. Given the e6tent of
the jobs challenge to be faced, distributional struggles should be avoided. For the

foreseeable future, the priority must continue to be the promotion of those macro and

microeconomic policies which are essential for job creation.

Economic and Monetary Union will only be achieved if policies succeed in maintaining a

stable, non-inflationary macroeconomic framework of the type just described. But

EMU itself, once achieved, will contribute powerfully to the future maintenance of such

a framework and, through this channel, to growth and employment.

Regarding the second macroeconomic obstacle, itis necessary to take action to increase

the Community's potential rate of growth. This has been reduced by the recession and by

the strong fall in fixed capital formation to around 19 per cent of the'Community's GDP.

Potential output is now growing at an annual rate of around 2 Vr per cent. The strong

growth rates envisaged for the period 1996-2000 cannot be sustained for long unless

produdtive capacity follows suit and grows towards the 3-3 lzper cent range over the

same period.

Structural reforms and the current efforts to increase the dynamism of the Community

economy are essential parts of this process which, at the macro-economic level, requires

an increase ininvestmenl. Structural changes may increase the productivity of the stock

of capital, but progress in this area is inevitably very slow. As a result, the return to

sustainable higher rates of growth will have to be accompanied by an acceleration in the

rate of increase in the capital stock. This implies that for a number of years investment

must increase faster than GDP.

The increase in investment necessary to maintain strong rates of growth will be the result

of market forces. But economic policy can help by creating the conditions that will
allow them to operate more effectively.
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Improving business conftdence constitutes the

first requirement in creating a framework more

favourable to economic activity and

investment. 
' 

This calls for a series of actions

which range from the maintenance of a stable

macroeconomic environment to the

determination to continue with the process of

structural adjustment.

Another important determinant of investment

is capital profitability which depends to a very

large extent on the distribution of productivity

gains among capital'and labour. During the

1970s, profitabitity was negatively affected by

real wage increases in excess of productivity

Chart 16
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gains. The situation was partly corrected during the 1980s when, for most of the

period, real wages per head increased in the Community on average by one percentage

point a year less than productivity. The improvement was interrupted in l99l and 1992,

but has since resumed strongly in 1993-94. Further increases in capital profitability are

needed to encourage investment. This underlines the importance of the maintenance of

the current trend of real wage increases per head below the rate of increase in labour

productivity. The trend of the 1980s (one percentage point a year less than productivity

over the period 1982-89) could constitute a pragmatic benchmark for the years ahead.

To reduce tensions on the market for loanable funds which could result in higher interest

rates and to avoid excessively large balance of payments disequilibria, an increase in

investment, however achieved, has to be accompanied by a roughly corresponding

increase in the rate of national saving. The necessary increase in the rate of national

Table 11

Communityl): Real unit labour costs 2)

(average annual rate of change for the period)

197{ -81

U girf,,Olng the five new German Ldnder. 2) Nominal unit labour costs deflated by the deflator of GDP; the figures for

tbg+gO are-based on the November forecasts of the Commission's services
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saving must come essentially from an increase in public saving (reduction of public

deficits) since the savings behaviour of the private sector (households plus enterprises) is

relatively stable and, probably, difficult to influence. Budget deficits might have to be

almost eliminated by the year 2000 as indicated in the December 1993 Broad Guidelines.

The deterioration in national saving which has taken place in the Community over the

last 30 years is due almost entirely to the deterioration in the public sector's position.

Thus, from the perspective of potential long term growth and employment, budgetary

consolidation is of central importance.

3.2.3 Growth and the environment

Strong economic growth is not in contradiction with the protection of the environment

provided an appropriate policy framework is put in place. In fact, environmental

sustainability implies changes in the use of resources and of intermediate and final

consumption patterns that are far easier to implement in a high growth, high income

context.

The policy framework to promote a high growth and employment path discussed in the

previous sections must be allied to the development of appropriate environmental

initiatives. 'It is incumbent on the Member States collectively to analyse the various

options available in which environmentally sustainable economic growth can be

generated which contributes simultaneously to a higher intensity of employment use and

a lower intensity of energy and natural resource consumption.

The White Paper has put forward for discussion a large number of policies which, if fulty
implemented, would amount to a new Development Model which could be created in the

Community. Such a model would be characterised by such features as: greater use of
market-based instruments within the mix of environmental policy instruments; the

integration of environmental requirements into other policies including economic policy,

the revision of taxation policies; better integration of economic and environmental

accounting systems; widespread and quicker implementation of clean technology, and

finally measures aimed at facilitating the development of new investments and activities

aimed at enhancing the quality of life and the environment.

At present, an ongoing discussion on economic growth and the environment is taking
place within the EcoFin Council on the basis of a Commission communication ICOM
(94) 465 final] putting emphasis on: the need to transform the concept of sustainable

development into a more opErational concept by developing adequate statistical
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indicators; the effective inclusion of environmental costs in market prices; the

identification and, where appropriate, the elimination of incentives to polluting activities

and the greater use of environmental taxes and levies in the context of reforming the

present tax system in a way more favourable to both employment and the environment.
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Chapter 4z The policies

Following-up on the recommendations of the White Paper on "Growth,

Competitiveness, Employment", substantial progress were made in implementing

policies aimed at increasing the dynamism and the competitiveness of the Community

economies and at improving the functioning of their labour markets. progress in these

areas is reviewed in a number of reports which have been addressed to the Essen

European Council. Monetary policy has been conducted in a prudent way and interesl
rate redu:ctions have accompanied the decline in inflationwhile achieving a remarkable
degree of exchange rate stability. National budgetary policies have been largely
conductedwithin the framework of the convergence programmes with results, however,

falling short of what was desired or what was possible.

As regards the future, it is essential that structural policies continue to be implemented'

in order to achieve greater dynamism of the economies and better functioning of labour
markets. Ivfonetary policy should continue its present stability-oriented course, while
efforts aimed at consolidating budgetary positions must be stepped up.

Chapter 3 discussed how the various macro- and microeconomic policies interact in

order to generate a sustainable medium-term process highlighted by strong output and

employment creation allied to improved economic convergence. The present chapter

will examine the'individual economic policies in order to review progress made in the

course of 1994 and to assess the likelihood of further improvements occurring in the

forecast years 1995 and 1996. However, given the large number of recently produced

reports on policies for improving competitiveness and enhancing the functioning of'

employment systems, it is intended, in order to avoid needless repetition, to restrict the

focus of the present chapter to monetary and budgetary policies. These competitiveness

and employment reports have been produced in the context of the annual review of the

Brussels'European Council's Action Plan which has taken place at the Essen European

Councils. They adequately review progress with regard to the implementation of policy

initiatives in these areas and put forward recommendations on how.these policies can be

Among the most important documents on competitiveness and the labour market which were submitted to the

European Council meeting in Essen were the following:
Emplovmenl:
1. Economic Policy Committee (EPC) Report on "Member States' Progress in Pursuing Policies with a View to

Employment Creation".
2. Social Affairs Council Report on "Combatting Unemployment"'
3. EcoFin Councit Report on the Employment Situation (based on EPC and Social Affairs Council Reports).

4. Commission document "Action to Turn Growth into Jobs" (COM(94)529121.

5. Report on the Reduction in indirect Labour Costs.
Comoetitiveness
1 . Report on the Functioning of the Intemal Market.(COM (94) 553)
2. Action Plan on the Information Society.
3. - Report of the Christophersen Group on lhe Trans-European Networks & the EcoFin Council's conclusions on

the latter report.
4. lmplementation of the SME part of the Action Plan (SEC (94) 2023)
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iv)

v)

further enhariced to contribute in a more effective way to the achievement of the

Community's policY objectives.

On the basis of the documents received and taking note of the improvement in the

economic situation, the Essen European Council stressed the need to make further

efforts to solve the structural problems which stand in the way of a better employment

performance. In particular, the Council called for action in five key areas:

r) Improving employment opportunities for the labour force by promoting investment

in vocational training.

ii) Increasing the employment intensity of growth.

iii) Reducing non-wage laboui costs extensively enough to ensure that there is a

noticeable effect on decisions concerning the taking on of employees and in

particular of unqualified personnell.

Improving the effectiveness of labour market policy'

Improving measures to help groups which dre particularly hard hit by

unemployment.

The Essen European Council requested the Labour and Social Affairs and Economic and

Financial Affairs Councils and the Commission to keep close track of employment

trends, monitor the relevant policies of the Member States and report annually to the

European Council oir further progress on the employment market, starting in December

1995.

In relation to competitiveness, the European council, ,r, urr..-.nt with the Commission

report, stressed the importance of the internal market and in particular the need to

achieve uniform and effeotive application of the internal market rules. It also stressed the

need to monitor Community and national law for over-regulation and welcomed the

council Resolution of l0 october 1994 aimed at removing legal and bureaucratic

obstacles in the way of sMEs. The European council intends also to pay particular

attention in the future to the competitiveness of the European economy and welcomes

the Commission's intention of setting up a high level group which will deal with these

matters and submit appropriate reports. Finally, the European Council endorsed the

most important recommendations of the report of the christophersen Group and

emphasised that the Commission's Action Plan "Europe's Way to the Information

Society" and the conclusions of the Ministers for Industry and Telecommunications have

set the agenda for the development of an information society'
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4.1 Monetary policy

Since the widening of the ERM bands in August 1993 exchange market conditions

within the Community have generally being characterised by a high degree of stability'.

This has largely been due to the prudent and cautious manner in which monetary policy

decisions have been taken in most Member States in the course of 1994. Furthermore,,

this exchange rate stability has been achieved without greater volatility in interest rates.

This ieflects, to a considerable extent, a convergence of policies as well as progress in
inflation convergence a"mong the Member States. In addition, it reflects thr:

discouragement of speculation following the widening of the bands and, more iecently,

the beneficial impact of the renewed optimism concerning growth on the consistency of
monetary policies. Such stability should be encouraged further, especially as the capacitll

to grow without inflation over the coming quarters will be narrowing in a large numberr

of Member States.

The process of gradual reductions in short-term interest rates continued throughout the

first half of T994. German short rates declined steadily, with other central banks withirr

the ERM taking roughly equivalent action. Short-term interest rates reached a low o;f

6.2 percent (Community average) in July and in so doing contributed to a more balancecl

policy mix between monetary, fiscal and pay policies. The period of interest rate:

declines, however, came to a halt in the second half of 1994 as it became evident that the:

potential for a strong economic recovery was in place. This led to a cautious approactr

in short-term monetary policy adjustments despite continuing favourable developments in

relation to price and wage patterns.

With regard to interest rate differentials vis-i-vis Germany, the latest data show a,

substantial narrowing of the gap compared with the average for 1993, in Belgium,

Denmark, Spain, France and lreland. The negative differential in'the Netherlands has

been gradually eliminated while the Portuguese differential of 6 percentage points in.

1993 has persisted. Outside the ERM, the negative differential which the UK enjoyed in.

1993 has now bedn eliminated. This turnaround has resulted from the fact that UK key

rates had remained unchanged, until recently, since November 1993. The upward

movements in UK ofiicial rates in the autumn of 1994 were essentially a pre-emptive:

strike, within an explicitly forwardJooking monetary policy framework, to avoid a build-

up of inflationary expectations. As regards Italy, the pace of reduction in rates had
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slowed down relative to other countries in June/July 1994 with the recent increase being

introduced to ward offincipient inflationary pressures'

As regards future monetary policy prospects, for those countries whose monetary policy

frameworks give priority to exchange-rate stability vis-d.vis the DM, these will, as in the

, past, be strongly influenced by developments in Germany, The Bundesbank is presently

adopting a cautious stance atthough the rate of consumer price inflation has fallen in

recent months and is currently at low levels and despite the fact that money supply

growth in Germany has been slowing down, albeit from exceptionally high rates, and

may even be inside the initial target range by the end of 1994. The reason for this

prudent approach would appeal to lie in developments in the real economy which have

been much stronger than had been predicted earlier in the year. Given the conflicting

signals coming from nominal and real developments in Germany the most reasonable

assumption would appear to be a continuation of the trends of the previous months.

The other Community countries are expected to broadly follow these trends with short-

term interest rate differentials vis-i-vis the DM forecast to narrow in the course of the

next two Years.

The overall decline in short-term rates in 1994 was in stark contrast with developrnents

at the long end of the market. The sharp increase in long-term rates since January 1994

was partly due to a phenomenon of undershooting at the end of 1993 and partly the

result of latent inflationary fears related to the anticipated pick-up in economic

conditions. The increases in long-term interest rates which have taken place so far this

year can be interpreted as suggesting that the outlook for inflation is uncertain and that

tfre rist< of accelerating inflation remains prominent. As economic growth is projected to

accelerate in the coming quarters, it is essential that this risk is minimised' This implies

that mbnetary policy will have to tread a cautious path, aimed at establishing stable

prices and low inflation as an anchor to medium-term inflationary expectations' To

support this, it will be essential that economic agents see the commitment to low

inllation as credible.

With the gradual fransition of European central banks to independence during stage II of

EMU, as stipulated by the Tieaty establishing the European Community' monetary policy

should gain substantial credibility and will, to a greater extent' in the future be able to

pursue its price stabilisation objective in more favourable conditions' To ensure that the

latter desired outcome becomes u ,.uiity it will be essential that budgetary and wage

developments materialise in such a way that the monetary authorities are not forced to
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excessively tighten the interest rate reins. Clearly, a balanced policy mix, where fiscal

policy supports the objectives of monetary policy is essential in this respect.

Furthermore, fiscal consolidation is also necessary in order to reduce uncertainty about

future inflation developments, associated with the possibility that the burden of debt will
inhibit the counter-inflationary tasks of monetary policy. Finally, wage developments

must also be consistent with the price objectives of the monetary authorities in all

Member States, especially where price trends are projected to continue to be

unsatisfactory.

4.2 Budgetary policy

The conduct of budgetary policy in the course of 1994 was characterised by the need to
consolidate budgetary positions. All the Member States, with the exception of
Luxembourg, have now prepared convergence programmes and most of them in the past

year or so have revised or updated their original programmes setting targets for the

medium term path of fiscal adjustment. The revision of the early convergence

programmes was made necessary principally by the severe impact of the recession on the

public finance performance of the Member States.

Table 12
A"ctual and cyclically adjusted General Government Net Borrowing

(percent of GDP)

B
DK
D

GR
E
F

IRL
I

L

NL
P
UK

6.6 5.6
4.4 2.3
3.3 3.0

13.3 13.2
7.5 6.7
5.8 4.7

2.5 2.4
9.5 8.3

. 1.1 - 1.6

3.3 2.6
7.2 6.7
7.7 6.0

2.4 2.7
9.6 8.7
1.3 -2.2
3.8 3.1

6.2 5.2
6.3 5.8

4.7 4.3
3.0 3.8
2.4 2.0

3.5 3.4
5.8 5.1

4.6 4.6

13.3
6.0
4.9

2.0
8.6

- 1.6

4.0 4.2
2.2 3.7
2.0 2.0

12.9 12.7
4.7 4.5
3.9 4.3

1.5 2.1
7.9 8.2

-2.O -2.8
2.7 3.1
4.8 4.6
3.4 3.9

Note: a negative sign indicates a'surplus
Source: Commission Services. November 1994 Economic Forecast
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The acceleration in economic growth in the course of 1994 provided the opportunity to

recover some of the fiscal ground lost during the previous year. Current estimates

suggest that in eight Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Spain, France,

Ireland, Portugal and the UK) general government net borrowing as a percent of GDP

has declined in 1994. However, fiscal outcomes fully in line with or better than the

targets for 1994 contained in the convergence programmes have been realised only in the

cases of Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Portugal and the United Kingdom. In the

remaining countries some slippage has emerged or the adjustment achieved fell short of

the programme plans6.

Despite the severity of the recession, some progress took place in 1993 in reducing

structural imbalances. It is disappointing to observe that in 1994 progress in this area

was negligible. Curent estimates indicate that in five Member States (Belgium,

Germany, Spain, Portugal, the LJK) the cyclically-adjusted net borowing will decline.

However, it will increase in five Member States (Denmark, Greece, Italy, Ireland, the

Netherlands), and will remain unchanged in the case of France.

Seen against the background of the convergence programmes, fiscal developments in

1994 suggest that additional measures should be initiated in the course of 1995 to take

advantage of the strengthening economic growth. Most countries are doing something

in 1995 but more is clearly needed. Gven budgetary timetables, however, it will be

difficult, although desirable, to subst4ntially alter the course of budgetary policy in 1995.

Because of this it is particularly important that, in preparing their 1996 budgets,

countries take the necessary adjustment measures to stay on their convergence

programmes' paths or indeed to do better so as to ensure a faster return to sustainability'

The present 1996 forecasts do not incorporate budgetary measures yet to be taken'

In recent months the urgency to foster fiscal consolidation has become more pronounced

as a result of two new factors: first, servicing the rapidly growing government debt in

the Community will undoubtedly burden fiscal policy over the medium term; and,

secondly, the recent increases in long-term interest rates have not only diminished the

prospects for reducing this blyden but also, by the additional pressures they exert on'the

public finances, they bode badly for future interest rate redqctions. An additional factor,

whose importance has now become more widely recognised, and which will burden

The 19g5 Greek budget reports an outturn for 1994 for the central government budget deficit in line with budgetary

objectives.
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severely the public finances in the longer

term, is the requirement to finance increased

pension expenditure in the coming years.

The projections presented in chapters 2 and

3 suggest that practically all Member States

will have to bolster their fiscal consolidation

plans over the immediate future. Clearly,

some Member States are confronted with

substantially greater and more urgent

adjustment needs than others but the need to

reduce the debt ratio applies to alrnost all.

Since the debt ratio is in most cases very

large, all Member Sfates are vulnerable to

adverse interest rate shocks.

In the two Member States where the debt

ratio is high and rising and interest payments are a crucial budgetary item (Greece and

Italy), a determined effort to restore sustainability to the public finances continues to be

urgent.

In the case of Italy, where net borrowing is expected to amount to almost 8 per cent of
GDP in 1996, little progress is expected in reducing the structural imbalances (see table

12) and more ambitious fiscal adjustment measures are clearly necessary in order to

restore sustainability and to reduce the deficit towards the 3 per cent mark set in the

convergence rules.

In the case of Greece the fiscal outlook remains difficult. The 1995 Greek budget -

which had not been adopted at the time the Commission's projections were finalised -

contains proposals in line with the profile for the reduction in the budget deficii

contained in the convergencg programme, but continued vigilance will be necessary.

In Belgium, progress is expected in reducing net borrowing while both the structural

deficit and burden bf servicing the public debt are projected to decline as a percentage of
GDP. Given the high government debt, this progress needs to be sustained in a medium-

term framework and the provisions of the Global Plan pertaining to the budget should be

fully implemented.

(p€rcentago of GDP)

80 82 8+ 86 88 90 92 
'1 

95

Outstanding public debt (percentase of cDP)
80

fo

60

50

{o

80 82 84 86 88 90 92 91 96

lnterest payments as a percentage
of total public expenditure

80 82 8.+ 86 88 90 92 91 96
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According to the Commission's November forecasts, in Denmark and France the

structural deficit is not expected to post anything but a marginal improvement over the

next two years, notwithstanding the projected strong economio growth; thus, fiscal

expansion undertaken by these Member States in recent years is not expected to be fully

reversed in structural terms. In addition, no structural progress is expected in the case

of the Netherlands. Nevertheless, both the Netherlands and Denmark are expected to

experience budget deficits of l"r, than 3 percent of GDP in 1996.

In four Member States significant progress in reducing structural fiscal imbalances is

projected. Between 1993 and 1996 the cyclically-adjusted budget balance is forecast to

decline by one percentage poini' of GDP in Germany, by over 2 percentage points in

Spain, Portugal and in the UK. In 1996, however, the respective net borrowing of the

general government will continue to be above the Maastricht mark of 3 per cent in the

four Member States except Germany; where it is projected to be at 2'0 per cent of GDP'

The strength of the current recovery offers a unique chance to carry out the inevitable

budgetary adjustment with a lower cost in terms of output and employment' A similar

opportunity in the second half of the 1980s was not fully exploited and it is clearly

essential to avoid a repetition of the same policy error' For the Member States which

have already prepared budgets for 1995, the course offiscal policy has been incorporated

in the commission,s forecast and, as noted previously, the deviation between the fiscal

objectives of the convergence plans and the commission's projections provides a

measure of the needed adjustment effort to achieve the fiscal targets'

A strict implementation of the measures announced in the convergence programmes will

lead to the achievement of the objectives incorporated therein and result in the necessary

reduction in budget imbalances
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BELGIUM

Economic recovery due to buoyant exports whereas domestic demand remains weak

The evolution of most economic indicators durin g 1994 suggests a relatively strong

pace of recovery; GDP is expected to grow by an estimated 2%V, mainly under the

impulse of exports, as domestic demand remained rather weak, growing by no more

than 1%. Private consumption expenditures are expected to rise by about t/oo/o; the

saving rate, which reached in 1993 the historical peak of nearly 22% (in percentage of

disposable income) due to sagging confidence and the worsening labour market

situation, decreased moderately in 1994, following the recent marked improvement in

consnmer confidence indicators. Private investment is expected to stagnate in 1'994,

picking-up progressively only as capacity utilisation rates in the manufacturing industry

increase. Residential investment is estimated to remain rather weak in 1994 due to the

rise in mortgage interest rates registered since the beginning of the year.

-41 -

Tablc I
Bilgium: Macrocconomic pcrformance

199S92 1993 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth ratc
(% change) 

.

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment rate (%)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of cunent account
(% of GDP)

2.5 -1.7 2.2 2.7 3.1

2.5 -1.7 0.9 2.4- 2.4

o.5 -3.O -0.4 0.7 1.O

7.A 9.4 10.o 9.8 9.3

2.7 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.6

1.6 4.6 4.8 5.O 5.2

For defntions, see Table 2
Source: Commission semices, economic forecasts, Aulumn I 99 4

moderation, following

the implementation of the "Global Plan". However, the trade balance is expected only to

improve slightly (from -0.3Vo of GDP in 1993 to O.lYo in 1994) due to the deterioration

in terms of trade, and despite the lower dynamism of imports. The surplus in the balance

on current transactions is expected to remain in 1994 at about 4%oh of GDP'

The evolution in the labour market, particularly since the second quarter of 1994, is also

favourable, suggesting that entrepreneurial confidence in the sustainability of the current

recovery improved markedly. The unemployment rate rose fton 7.4Yo in mid 1991

(Eurostat definition) to 10.1% in April 1994, since then it has levelled off and is

In 1994 exports of
merchandise goods are

expected to increase by

about 7Yo, basically

reflecting the

lmpresslve upswrng ln

foreign demand (from

-2%% in 1993 to

approximately 7% in
1994), together with the

introduction of some

degree of wage
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expected to decline on an annual average in 1995. As regardS employment, a

particularly encouraging sign is the creation of a significant number of jobs for young

people in 1994, reducing. the youth unemployment rate, ensuing specific measures

adopted in the "Global Plan" (November 1993).

Inflation (measured by the CPI) is expected to stay at around 2%% in 1994 (i.e. below

the Community average). HoweVer, gross nominal wages per employee are forecast to

grow by about 3.2yo, despite the implementation of the measures taken in the "Global

PIan" to secure wage moderation. Although the introduction of the "Health Index"l

limited wage indexation, real wages in the private sector increased on average by

approximately l.4o/o, due to the application of previously agreed wage settlements,

whereas real wages in the public sector rose by 3%by the second consecutive year. The

measures decided in the "Global Plan'l to secure wage moderation will only be fully
implemented in 1995 and 1996 with the freeze of real wages in the private sector.

Fiscal policy in Belgium is conducted in the framework of the convergence programme

which was initially approved in June 1992, but since twice informally revised (in

Table 2
Belgium: ft onomic policy indicators

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth

(% change)

Govemment budget balance
(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt '
(% of GDP)

Nominal wagevper head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

::ii:

-6.2 -6.6 -5.5 -4.7 -4.O

132.5 138.9 140.3 '138.9 136.2

7.O 4.2 3.2 2.8 3.3

4.2 1.6 0.6 0.3 0.7

Source: Commission semices, economic forecasts, Autumn I 994

Defrnitions

Un employment rate: harmon ized Eu ro stat defrn itions.
Inflation : private consttmpiion deflator.
Money growth:broad money (M2iM3)
Govemment budget balance: net lending/borrorving of general govemment.
Gross govemment debt: general govemment.
Nominal wages: compensation ofemployees per head.

Real wages: compensation ofemployees perhead deflated by private
consumption prices.

I Th. CPI excluding tobacco, alcohol products, petrcl and diesel.

April i993 and

June 1994). These two

revisions consisted of
adjustments in the deficit

profile for the period

r993-r99s. while

maintaining the 3o/o of
GDP deficit target for

1996. Since taking office

in March 1992, the

govenlment has taken a

number of fiscal saving

packages, involving both

the Federal goverlment

and the social security

sector, in order to fulfil
the budgetary targets set

ln the (revised)

convergence programme
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and counterbalance the budgetary effects of the recession. Given the data available on

the execution of the Federal govemment budget, pointing to a near stagnation of

primary expendifures and a strong increase in tax receipts, together'with the relative

Chart 1 - Belgium

Deficit and debt ratios in percentage of GDP
140

130

120

110

100

on

80

70

60
1980 1982 '1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996

gDeficit (left hand scale)-Debt (right hand scale)

Nole: in case historical govemment debt dala do not exaclly match the debt defini'lion in

Regulalion (EC) n'3605/93,.a break in series is inlroduced.

Source Commission services, Economic Forecasts Autumn 1994.
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success of the rneasures

taken

Plan"

the "Global

curb social

outlays, the general

govemment deficit is

expected to decrease

from 6.60/o of GDP in

1993, to 5.5% in

1994.The debt ratio is

expected to begin

decreasing in 1995.

m

to

Continuing expansiott of activity but persistirtg problems.on entployment creatiort

Real GDP growth is expected to reach 2.7Yo in 1995. Exports of merchandise goods are

estimated to rise by about 6yryo, reflecting strong foreign demand growth and a

satisfactory price-competitiveness position. Whereas in 1994 the ebonomic recovery

was largely export led, in 1995 and beyond domestic demand is expected to play a

considerably more dynamic role in the economic expansion. Private consumption

expenditures are estirnated to grow slightly above real disposable income in 1995, as

improved consumer confidence brings about a moderate reduction in the saving rate.

Firms' investment is expected to increase strongly in that year as capacity utilisation

rates in the manufacturing industry increase.

Employment growth generated by the output expansion should allow for a reduction in

the unemployment rate already in 1995. However, non-wage labour costs in Belgium

aie extremely high even when compared with other Community member corrntries with

similar social security systems - in terms of coverage and generosity. The financing of

the social security system in Belgium is too heavily dependent on labour income

contributions, distorting factor prices and encouraging the use of ntore capital intensive

techniques of production, This distortion affects particularly the lower productive

1 2-1 2-1 994
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segments of the labour force, effectively pricing out of the market many low paid jobs.

Although some important steps were already taken, particularly with the approval of the

"Global Plan", to correct' this situation, additional measures are needed in order t<r

broaden the social security tax base and make its financing less distortionary.

The economic expansion together with the various saving measures taken in the

framework of the convergence programme, especially the "Global Plan", are expected to

reduce the general government deficit from 5.5Yo of GDP in 1994 ta 4.7Yo in 1995.

Nevertheless, attainment of the convergence programme deficit target of,3% of GDP in
1996 will most likely require taking additional saving measures, which are estimated to

amount to approximate|y lYo of GDP.
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DENMARK

Strongfundamentals are beginning to exhibit results

After several years of disappointing gtowth, the Danish economy experienced a strong

recovery in 1994. Growth this year is expected to exceed 4o/o primanly based on the

upswing in private consumption. Consequently, imports are catching up aild the surplus

in tl\e trade balance is being perceptibly reduced. Because of favourable market growth

exports are growingatahealthy pace, and the trade balance will thus remain positive

(around 3% of GDP). A too rapid nanowing of the output gap would suggest some

danger of overheating which could jeopardise maintaining a low rate of inflation. This'

howerrer, has not as yet become a problem. consumer prices rose by only 2% in

autumn. Unemployment remains the biggest challenge to the Danish economy. In spite

of high growth figures, unemployment rates did not come down significantly until the

second half of 1994.

-45-

Teblc I
Dcnmark: Macroeconomic performance

tsgGgZ 1993 1994 1995 1 996

iDP growth rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand

(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment rate (%)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

o.5

o.o -0.6 0.1 1.7 1'5

8.8 10.3 10.2 9.O 8.o

2.3 1.7 1.8 2.1 2'4

1.6 3.7 2.6 2.2 2.2

4.81.3

-o.7

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Sourci : Comntission semices, economic forecasts' Autumn I 994

The tumaround of
activity occuned in the

second half of late t993

when consumer
Ispending reacted to

improving confidence.

Confidence indicators

started recovering from

their trough in earlY

lgg3. At that time, the

Danish govemment

adopted a programme of
economic reform

involving both temporary expansionary fiscal measures to mitigate the effects of the

recession, in accordance with the Edinburgh conclusions, and structural reform' in

particular on the labour market, devoted to strengthen the efficiency of the Danish

economy in the medium term. The strong recovery in confidence since the adoption of

the programme which even accelerated well into 1994 indicates that the private sector

gained confidence in the policy approach of pioviding a fiscal stimulus in the short term

while committed to a medium term fiscal consolidation strategy.
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Chart I - Dcnmrrk
The economy driven by confidence In the private ssctor
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Denmerk: &onomic policy indicators

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

Moncy Growth

(% change)

Govemment budget balance

(% of GDP)

Oross govemment debt
(% ofcDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head
(% change)

4.5 14.6 5.4 5.4 :

-2.O -4.4 -4.3 -3.O -2.2

64.3 79.5 78.O 78.0 78.2

4.O 1.9 2.6 2.7 3.O

1.7 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.6
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Indeed, after many years of
sluggish growth, the Danish

economy is driven mainly by

domestic demand growth in
1994. Both private

consumption and investment

reacted positively to the

€xpanslonary measures.

Domestic demand growth was

also supported by a favourable

financial environment. Lower

interest rates and buovant

bond prices stimulated purchases of consumer durables. Howevel, as financial markets

have become less supportive and pent-up demand is being gradually satisfied, consumer

demand gro.wth should nonnalise throughout next year. Thus, private consumption

which grows by around 5%% in 1994, should grow at a noticeable lower rate in

r99s (4%) arud 1996 (3%).

The current upswing in production has led to a rising capaclty utilisation rate. Strong

growth in productivity together with continued moderate wage settlements have a

favourable effect on profits. Indeed, profit,margins can be improved without increasing

sales prices too much. Given that these fundamentals remain in place, investment in

equipment should pick up significantly. As the financial situation of the corporate sector

is expected to improve further, the retarding effect of high interest rates on investment

of equipment might prove to be of relative little importance. In the short term

construction could be

affected to a larger

extent while better

income expectations

might support

For deJintions, see Table 2 for Belgiun
Source.' Commission services, economic forecasts, Autumn 1994

residential construction

when the recoverv

matures.

Despite the openness of
the Danish economy

and strong domestic
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demand growth, the external situation will remain faVourable. Satisfactory market

growth and favourable competitiveness should prevent a drastic deterioration in the

external balance although imports have risen at double digit rates in 1994. Favourable

developments in services and lower net factor payments to abroad will sustain a solid

surplus of the current account of the balance of payments.,

Economic policies geared to maintain stability

The widening of the ERM bands has not changed the basic approach of Danish

economic policy. The authorities maintained their stability oriented policy by keeping

monetary conditions relatively tight. The stability of the exchange rate was not

challenged by financial markets and interest rate spreads vis-ir-vis Germany have

nanowed indicating a great deal of confidence into the adopted policy approach.

Nevertheless, in order to maintain confidence the phase of fiscal consolidation has to

show the results which are projected in the revised convergence programme of

November 1gg4. This programme envisages a step by step reduction of net general

government requirements to 0.3% of GDP in 1997 (to 3.0% in 1995, l.3oh in 1996).

According to the Commission forecast, the deficit reduction path is fully on track. In

1995 the deficit will be around 3% of GDP and in 1996the 3% threshold will be clearly

undershot. Given the good cyclical situation the question arises as to what extent the

consolidation path could be accelerated. This would certainly become a first best option

if demand were to continue to expand at the now prevailing rates. Otherwise, monetary

policy's goal of preserving price stability would be put in jeopardy.

Unemployment remains the. biggest challenge to the Danish economy' While most

economic indicators are gradually improving unemployment remains high.

Unemployment is expected to fall from I2.3Yo (national definition) in 1994 to less than

l0% in 1996 due to the recovery. However, structural problems in the labour market

will make it more difficult to reduce unemployment further as stnrctural unemployment

is currently at g-9yo. To increase flexibility in the Danish labour market, a labour market

reform package was introduced. The reform includes both passive and active measures

rnainly directed at reducing structural unemployment. Firstly, efforts have been made to

improve education. This together with a leave of absence reform, which allows

recipients time for education, child care or - less frequently - a sabbatical year while

maintaining the right to draw 80% of normal benefits (100 percent for educational

leave) provides more room'for active m.easures. Also, it will no longer be possible to

stay in the unemployment benefit system by working in various employment generating
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programs and people will be provided with a jcib offer within 4 years, thereby reducing

the risk of remaining in long term unemployment. Furthernore, a reform of the

financing structure of the unemploymqnt benefit system will create a link between

unemployment and contributions to the unemployment benefit system. Finally a gradual

reduction of marginal ta:r rates will improve employment incentives.

It will be diffrcult to sustain high economic growth and reduce unemployment

significantly if the _structural problems in the labour market persist. Cunently, the

impact of the labour market reform is not clearly iisible but it will, presumably,

manifest itself in the long run. However, changes in the unemployment benefit system

and increased wage flexibility are necessary in order to reduce the rate ofunemployment

at which inflationary pressures will emerge. In the second part of November 1994, the

Danish govemment and two major opposition parties concluded a budget policy

agreement, which i.a. implies a reduction of the State budget deficit foreseen in 1995

and makes adjustments of labour market policies (less generous leave of absence

schemes, tightening of eligibility and enforcement practices in the unemployment

benefit system).
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TrHc I
Gcrmeny: Mecrocconomic performrncc

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment ra'te (o/o)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of curTent account
(% ofGDP)

1.1 2.5 3.O 3.4

1.2 2.1 2.6 3.1

1:8 -0.9 O.5 O.8

7.O 7.3 7.O 6,4

3.9 2.8 2.2 2.4

1 .4 -1.4 -1.1 -O.9

For detintions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission semices, economic forecasts, Autumn I 994
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GERMANY

The Germon economy is gathering pace

Economic activity in Germany has accelerated in lgg4 and is expected to continue

strengthening thereafter. The basis for higher growth seems to be rising productivity,

which has enabled German producers to fully participate in the unfolding of world trade

subsequent to the slow

growth period earlier

this decade. At the same

time it has contributed

to regaining or

improving profitability,

and to reviving

confidence. Capital

spending begins to

react. While the general

rmptovement ls

advancing all over

Germany, substantial

regional differences with regard to structures and growth remain for the time being..

Therefore, the two parts of the country will be looked at separately where appropriate.

Improving pToJitability drives the west Germon recovery

In various respects, the 1993 recession was similar to earlier periods of contracting

output in west Germany. The accompanying decline in employment was not particularly

strong, considering the depth of the recession (GDP fell by 1.7%).In fact, productiviry

groffih was relatively weak. As earlier, industry was hit hardest amongst all sectors. Yet

the loss in output was the strongest on record, for the economy as a whole and in

industry, where real value added fell 6.4% in 1993. Industry had to cope with a fading

of the unification boom, substantial pay awards and a revaluatiron of the DM. As the

economy headed into recession, unit labour costs soared.

Producers had their profits squeezed. The risk of not being able to stay in business

triggered rigorous adjustments. The labour shake-out in industry spread to the economy

at large (see chart 1, left). Substantial restructuring has since allowed for industrial

productivity to catch up and, coupled with noticeable wage moderation since 1993, has
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made unit labour costs not only to reverse the adverse earlier developments but to fall

back during 1994 to levels last seen three years earlier (cf. chart I, right). In this respecl,

the 1993 setback is difilerent from its predecessors: the current relief in cost terms is

Chart I - Germany
Employment and productivity in west Germany

The labour shake-out... .. boosts productivity and dampens ULC
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Sources: Commission seruices, Statistisches Bundesamt, Deutsche Bundesbank

more pronounced than after the three previous recessions. This holds also for the:

economy at large, albeit to a lesser extent. Possibly this reflects both recent additionall

efforts to regain flexibility mainly in industry and the higher level of unemploymen!

than experienced earlier.

Thus industry in particular has prepared for recovery and has been able to responcl

positively to expanding international trade. With competitiveness improving ancl

profitability rising, the busiriess climate in west German manufacjuring crossed the

watershed between recession and expansion in September 1994.

In this setting, capital spending has started to expand again. Construction, in particula:r

housing which is booming ahead of a scaling back of fiscal stimulus as of 1995, har;

already been quite dynamic earlier this year. From now on, a considerable knock-on

effect should spur investment in machinery and equipment. This has suffered a setbacl:

of about one quarter from peak to trough and'capacity utilisation is on the rise since encl

1993.

There will have been more than2%million registered unemployed in 1994, in absolutt:

terms more than anytime since the 1950s. But when the recovery advances further, the

first timid signs of a turn-around on the labour market registered since summ er !9941
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will become more pronounced, albeit at a'moderate pace. Later on, this should gradually

allow for the consumer, who continues to be restrained by the (un-) employment

situation, ensuing moderate wage increases and a tight fiscal policj stance, to

increasingly support a continued upswing. In 1995, GDP growth could attain 2Yz%0, after

some2Yoin1994.

Intra-German conve rgence is advancing

The east German economy is making progress. GDP growth is likely to rise to some 9olo

in 1994, up from 5.8% the year before, and should remain buoyant. The region is now

the fastest growing area in the EC. Contrary to the initial adjustment period, industry

has been doing better than the economy at large since mid-1992.

Certainly, east Germany continues to rely on support from outside the region which

allows domestic demand to exceed GDP by some two thirds. Most of this is fiscal

transfers. They amounted to more than 4Yo of German GDP in 1993 and primarily

supported private consumption. The overhaul of run down housing has been propelled

by the spring 1993 solidarity pact decision to shift two thirds of the sector's debts to the

federal government as of 1995.

There is not only an advanbing standard of living, there are also improvements in

competitiveness. Initially, productivity was driven by massive lay-offs; from the old

days of artificial full employment to sunmer 1994, when overall employment seems to

have bottomed, one third of the 1989 labour force was set free. From now on,

productivity improvements will primarily rely on the ongoing upgrading of the capital

stock. Spending on machinery and equipment, too, continues to benefit from

considerable fiscal incentives. Equipment investment per employee has been stronger

than in west Germany since 1993. This witl help to gradually reduce the productivity

gap between east and west Germany (cf. chart 2, left) over the years to come.

The catching-up of eastem wages to western levels is decelerating. Hence eastern unit

labour costs, which considerably overshot those of western competitors, are graduaily

edging lower. Industry is taking the lead (see chart 2, right). Emerging competitiveness,

reflected also in improving profitability, albeit on average entrepreneurial incomes are

still rather depressed, should over time provide the basis to very gradually reduce the

absorption-production gap and to make the region less dependent on external support.
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Chart 2 -
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Fiscal policlt remains geared towards consolidation

Overall, the growth outlook for the German economy has brightened considerably in

line with improved competitiveness and profitabiliqy. After a l.l%o decline in 1993,

GDP is expected to grow 2%% this year and some 3Yo in 1995. Thus an export-led

recovery should be advancing while fiscal policy is geared towards consolidation.

Initially, unification resulted in an expansionary fiscal policy stance. To avoid a.

weakening of confidence in German public finances and in view of the Treaty

convergence criteria, the government enforced consolidation. The. 1993 general

government borrowing requirement was 3.3% of GDP and the govelnrnent debt ratio isr

expected to rise, from some 40% in 1989, to close to 60Yo next year when the,

government will have taken on board basically all unification-related debt, which so far

has accrued off-budget. In line with the German c-onvergence programme ol:

November lgg3, substantial discretionary measures on both the revenue and.

expenditure sides have become effective in 1994. More is to follow in 1995 with the re-

introduction of the solidarity s'urcharge on income taxes to help fund the rising interesl;

burden.
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Gcrmeny: Fronomic policy indicetors

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growh '

(% change)

Govemment budget balance

(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% of GDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

10.9 5.7

-3.3 .-2.9 -2.4 -2.O

4.1 51.O 59.4 58;9

4.5 3.2 3.0 3.4

0.6 O'3 O.8 1;0
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Over and above the discretionary measures taken, acceleiating growth faqilitates the

rolling-back of the deficit, which could fall just below the3% threshold already in 1994

and is forecast to decrease further in the following years. Provided growth abcelerates as

expected, the debt ratio should peak in 1995 at about 60%. Tlne fiscal perfonnance

would then fully match the targets set in the convergence programme.

However, given the tight

fiscal stance (overall

taxation, i.e. ta:<es

proper and social

security contributions

will rise to more than

44Yo of GDP in 1995, an

all-time high) and the

pace of consolidation

(the primary balance is

expected to rise to 2Yo of
GDP in 1995 after 0% in

1993), it appears

important to be readY to

react, if necessary, to avoid any combination of retarding influences to hinder recovery

to unfold as predicted.

Rising long-term interest rates may have contributed to revive investment by means of

advancing projects earlier in 1,994; further rises may well have adverse effects'

However, inflation is on the retreat and short-tenn prospects are good: next years' wage

increases are expected to be still moderate, given the gradual nature of improvements on

the labour market, and further out higher supply side flexibility achieved by

restructuring may allow for inflationary presswes to re-emerge less forcefully than

during earlier upswings.

Another encouraging fact with respect to the inflation outlook is that Uj is approaching

its 1994 target-range after important deviations earlier this year. Thus, all-in-all,

monetary policy seerns to havb regained some flexibility. This could prove helpful if

there were to be some weakening of growth, possibly triggered by renewed upward

pressure on the DM, when the real economy.is just about to cope with the levels arrived

at after the twofold challenge of the early 1990s, i.e. lower German average productivity

after unification and an effective revaluation of more t\Gn 5% in1992/93'

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Sourci: Commission services, economic forecasts, Autumn 1994
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Advancing on the expected path of ascending growth will facilitate continuing fiscal.

consolidation. This appears to be important for at least two reasons. First, it should

strengthen confidence and contribute to lower interest rates triggering fiscal crowding-in

effects. Second, it will, in due course, allow for regaining some room for action. In vieu'

of the high level of taxation, it could be cautiously used to improve supply side:

conditions.
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GREECE

Against the background of a weak long term performance and sustained macroeconomic

imbalances, the Greek authorities in repent years have implemented policies of

stabilisation and reform. Since 1991 restrictive monetary and fiscal policies have been

applied and in particular incomes policies have been very tight. The result of these

policies, together with a worsening extemal economic environment, ws that growth

slowed and the Greek economy moved into recession in 1993 with very weak growth in

domestic demand and negative grolvth in GDP. The decline in real wages, 3.7Yo p.a. in

1990-93 and the tightening of fiscal policy combined with real exchange rate

appreciation led to falling inflation with the private consumption deflator falling to an

estimated 10.8% in 1994.

In 1994 there are indications of an improving performance and growth is likely to be

positive. Thus manufacturing output after a number of years of decline has begun to

grow while the volume of retail sales is also rising. On the other hand residential

construction and private sector investment remain weak while public sector investment,

although weaker than expected, nevertheless continues to be one of the main stimulatory

forces in the economy.

Trble I
Grcece: l\{acroeconomic performence

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth rate
(% change)

Total dornestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unempfoyment rcte (Y')

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

0.1 1.o -o.3 0.2

7.8 9.7 10.2 10.6

't7 .7 1 3.6 10.8 9.5

-5.7 -3.O -2.5 -2.6

1.71.1

't.4

-0.51.O

1.6 1.8

o.4

io.8

9.0

-3.0

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission semices, economic forecasts, '4utumn I 994

Reflecting the weak

economy there has been

almost no employment

growth in the period

t990-1993 while

unemployment rose

ftom 7o/o of the labour

force to almost' l0%.

Employment in

agriculture and in

manufacturing has

continued to decline

while employment in

the services sector has expanded. These trends have continued in 1994 but some

improvement in the labour market can be expected in subsequent years.

Weakening growth, restrictive policies and structural measures led to falling inflation

through to early 1994. Thus consumer price inflation fell from a peak of 23.9oh in
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November 1990 to 10.2% in March 1994. However, this downward trend in inflation

seems to have been intemrpted since then given that CPI inflation subsequently rose to

1t% in October. This development in ipflation performance might reflect the ending o.f

recession, the rise in real wages and the continued large scale fiscal deficits.
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Teblc 2

Grcccc: Economic policy indicators

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth

(% change)

Cnvemment bud get balance

(% of GDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

14.O 15.2 : :

-12.9 -13.3 -14.1 -13.3 -12.9

87.O 115.2 121.3 125.4 .128.1

13.6 8.6 12.4 10.1 10.5

-3.4 -4.4 1.5 0.5 1.3

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission se/vices, economic forecasts, Autumn 1994

Efforts to tackle the

public sector deficits

have been insufficient

in the face of rising real

interest rates and

growing debt. Thus

while the primary

deficit has been reduced

ftom 7.9o/o of GDP in

1989 to a surplus irr

1994 the general

government deficit

remains at over t3% of
GDP. The interest cost

of the debt has been rising sharply from 6.7%o of GDP in 1989 to an estimated l1Yo in

L994. Aput to* tL continued costs of the deficits two other factors have played a

significant role in increasing debt servicing costs; firstly, the central govemment has

taken over substantial debts from both the wider public sector and from the private:

sector thus increasing the general government debt level and secondly, partly because otf

EC pressures and developments (conditions associated with the 1991 balance of
payments loan and Community Treaty provisions) the use of administiative devices tcr

lower.interest costs have been eliminated and the deficits are now financed mostly at

market interest rates. Reflecting the insufficient fiscal adjustment and the consequent

high levels of inflation Greece has the highest levels of nominal and real interest rates irt

the Community.

The prospects are for a continuation of the modest upswing evident in 1994. The:

recovery will be led by domestic demand and in particular by public sector investmentl

driven by the Community Support Framework. Private investment, however, willl

continue to be restrained by high real and nominal interest rates. Exports will gain fronr

the recovery in the rest of the Community but because of the wide absolute gap betweer:r

exports and imports the balance of trade will deteriorate. Domestic demand will be:
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sustained by growing incomes in both nominal and real terms as both labour income and

nonJabour income rise.

In 1995 inflationary pressures will
be mitigated by restrained income

growth as a result of the public

sector incomes policy and the

existing private sector agreement

which provides for wage increases

ts be based on the official inflation

target (with partial ex-post

compensation in 1996 in the event

of actual inflation being in excess

of the official target). However,

underlying inflationary expectations are likely to persist in the absence of vigorous and

successful fiscal adjustment

Crucial to the prospects for Greece is the extent of fiscal adjustment. The revised

convergence plan, adopted by the goverriment in June 1994, foresees declining deficits

through the period to 1999. The central government budget proposal for 19952 is in line

with the profile for the reduction of the deficit in the convergence programme. The

authorities have expressed their determination to implement the necessary policies to

achieve the.convergence programme targets and if these are implemented effectively

disinflation might well accelerate which would help to increase the prospects for lower

rates of interest thus stimulating economic growth and reducing further the fiscal deficit.

2 Presented on 30 November 1994.
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SPAIN

Stronger than expected economic recouery led by exports

After having suffered its deepest recession of the last few decades (GDP declined for six
quarters in a iow between the second quarter of 1992 and the third quarter of 1993,

falling l.lYo in 1993), the economic activity in Spain has since been recovering at it
pace stronger than previously expected by any forecaster. In fact, GDP is currently

estimated to have increased by 2.2% in 1994 and is forecast to rise around 3% in 1995.

The economic recovery has been led mainly by exports, which in 1994 rose at very high
levels by any historical standards. This seems to be a result of the international
economic recovery, a gain in competitiveness entailed by the three peseta devaluationr;

in 1992 and 1993 and the weakness of domestic demand which fell until the fourth
quarter of 1993. In the course of 1994 both consumption and investment held up ver;,

markedly, thus leading to a profile of domestic demand much more supportive of
economic activity. Although this recovery in domestic demand and the phase down otf

the deterioration in the terms of trade have spurred a sharp rise in imports, the:

contribution of the external sector to GDP growth still remained strongly positive irr

1994. The current account deficit+o-GDP ratio shrank hence further in 1994 to l.2olt
from 1.9% in 1993 rtrrd3.7%int990-92.

Tablc I
Spain: Macroeconomic performance

199G92 1993 1994 1995 19S6

GDP growth rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Ernployment (% change)

Un emp loy ment rate (o/o)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

o.1 -4.2 -0.6 1.6 1.9

16.9 21.8 22.4 21.9 21.2

6.4 5.6 4.9 4.5 4.4

-3.7 -1.9 -1 .2 -1.6 -1 .9

-0.1-4.1

For detintions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission senices, economic forecasts, Autumn 1994

In 1995 domestic;

demand is forecast tc,

take the lead onr

supporting economicr

growth, while the,

contribution of the,

external demand could

tum slightly negative,

despite a still relatively

strong growth expected

for exports. Investment:

is set to increase by

more than 5oA, as a

result of better demand prospects, the improvement in the economic and financial
situation of the business sector and the effects of some structural reforms, particularly
on the labour market. Private consumption is growing mainly because of higher
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Chart I - Spein
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confidence, which brings down the households' savings rate, and increasing

employment.

The deepness of the

economic recession

compounded with an

inadequate . wage

behaviour led to a very

sharp fall in employment

in 1992-93, when it
receded by more than

6%. Chart 1 shows first

that labour productivity

proxied by GDP per

worker has shown an

unusual, by other countries' standards, counter-cyclical behaviour and second, that

labour productivity has been much correlated with real labour costs. Indeed, constrained

by increased competition and until late in 1993 by low total demand, companies reacted

to increases in wages clearly above inflation, mainly through adjustments in their

workforce, which in turn featured into high productivity increases. Hence, foo high

wage increases during the recession fed strong labour shedding. ln 1994 and, as

expected, in 1995, a more moderate behaviour of wage costs will contribute to some

deceleration in labour prgductivity and better employment prospects.

A continued and desirable rise in the activity rate, due to the strong growth in

population in working age and to the medium term trend for a higher participation of

women in the labour force has contributed to aggravate further the unemployment

figures. This led to a all time high unemployment rate of 24.6% in the first quarter of

1994 (according to the labour force survey, EPA). However, as a result of the'wide-

ranging labour market reform which entered into force in 1994 and the improving

economic situation, employment should fall in 1994 substantially less than previously

expected, followed by significant increases in 1995, though the unemployment rate is

expected to decrease only by less than a percentage point in 1995.
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Spnin: Economid PolicY indicetors

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Crrowth

(% changc)

Govcmment budget balance

(% ofGDP)

Gmss govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominalwages perhead

(% changc)

Real wages per head

(% changc)

10.8 7.5 5.6 7.O :

-4.3 -7.5 -7.O -6.0 -4.7

46.4 59.8 63.5 65.8 66.1

8.5 7.2 4.O 3.9 4.2

1.9 1.5 -0.9 -0.6 -O.2
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For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source.' Commission services, economic foracasts, Autumn 1994

The recession also led to

a sharp rise in the

general govemment

deficit, which was

furthermore aggravated

by some revenue lags

and losses in VAT in
1993. Hence the general

govemment deficit rose

from 4.5Yo of GDP in

1992to7.S%in 1993. In

1994, despite some

control in public

expenditure, which

the higher than expectedallowed for some reduction in the structural deficit, and

economic growth, only a limited reduction in the general govemment deficit is expected

to have taken place, what is partly explained by lower profits than in 1993 by the Bank

of Spain (of about 0.6% of GDP). The upward trend in general govemment debt is

another factor of concem. It has been rising sharply from past low levels and crossed the

Treaty reference value of 60% of GDP in1994. The expected reduction in public deficit

in 1995, due to both fiscal restraint and higher e0ononiic growth, will not be enough yet

to reverse that upward trend in public debt.

After having receded from 5.9Yo in 1992 to 4.6Yo in 1993, inflation, as measured by

changes in the ponsumer price index, is expected to remain broadly unchanged in 1994.

This mainly reflected the sharp acceleration in food price rises which edged up from

l.L% in 1993 to more than 5.5% in 1994 whereas core inflation (which excludes energy

and non-processed food) fell by about one percentage point from 5.60/o in 1993. The

stagnation of disinflation in 1994 led almost to a halt in nominal convergence with the

three EC countries with lowest inflation, which remained at3.2Yo in September 1994, as

compared to 3Yo in l993.In 1995 progress in disinflation will be made harder by a.

number of factors such as the economic recovery, the temporary effect of VAT increases

combined with a reduction in social security contributions and possible defened.

temporary effects of the peseta depreciation on domestic prices. Hence, further w?g€

moderation will be of the utmost importance to allow for continued progress in.

disinflation
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The widening in the ERM bands decided in August 1993, lower inflation and reductions

in German short-term interest rates allowed the Bank of Spain to continue cutting

interest rates significantly until August. The intervention rate thus fell frbm 9% in

December 1993 to 7.35% in early August 1994. However, after having reached a trough

in January, slightly below 8910, medium and long term rates have since been rising

significantly Oy about three percentage points until October) in parallel with a similar

move world-wide.

The reforms and the challenges ahead

Whereas the economic recovery seems to be already on sound ground, led more and

more by private consumption and investment, the soundness of the recovery will hinge

upon the functioning of the markets and progress in nominal convergence. In 1994 the

Spanish authorities took some further key steps to improve real and nominal prospects.

As regards structural reforms, a special reference has to be made to the wide ranging

labour market reform approved by the government in December 1993 and by the

parliament in May lgg4. Then in Jgly the spanish government approved a revised

convergence programme for IggS-97, whose priorities appear reflected in the draft

budget law for 1995,

The general philosophy of the labour market reform was to shift much of the

administrative regulations previously set by the authorities towards bilateral agreements

between workers and employees. It eased the regulations conceming redundancy and

working time, allowing companies to adjust working hours better to demand. Moreover,

it boosted the possibilities of functional and geqgraphical mobility and permitted a more

flexible wage setting. Interim temporary employment agencies and private non-profit

job agencies were legalised. New hiring procedures were set, introducing new

apprentice contracts, vocational training contracts and part-time and temporary

replacement work. The first results of the labour market reform appQar encouqaging,

taking into account the high number of hirings under the new contracts, particularly on

part-time jobs.

Further structural reforms are included in the revised convergence programme, which

updates the 1992 programme. It keeps essentially the same objectives as the 1992

programme, i.e., to progress both in nominal and real convergence, which requires the

correction of the major macro and micro-economic disequilibria as two main pre-

corrditions. A balanced policy mix, relying bn a fiscal consolidation programme, and
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more structural reforms are thus at the centre of the revised progftlrrlme which covers

the period 1995-97.

The revised programme includes a fiscal consolidation scenario aimed at a gradual

reduction of the budget deficit and at stabilising the debt-to-GDP ratio. The general

govemment net borrowing is targeted to fall from7.3o/o of GDP in 1993 (more recently

revised to7.5%)to 5.9o/o in 1995, 4.4ohin 1996 and 3%in 1997. The debt-to-GDP ratio

is in turn expected to rise up to 67 .5Yo in 1996 and then just begin decreasing slightly to

67.2%in1997.

After the rec'ent labour market reform, the main thrust of the forthcoming structural

measrues relates to a number of areas sheltered from competition, especially in the

services sector. Particularly important are some further liberalisation measures

announced for the telecommunications sector. Moreover the programme makes

reference to the taking forward of the reform of the education system. Finally, worth

mentioning'is a new law on housing rents, approved by the Parliament in early

November, which aims at bolstering rent housing supply.

Despite better economic growth prospects and the mentioned reforms, the authorities are

still faced with significant challenges ahead. First, despite strong economic growth and

a more flexible functioning of the labour market, unemployment could remain above

20% in the next 'two years. Second, irrflation apilears to show some downward

resilience, a phenomenon which could be reinforced by the recovery in domestic

demand and the temporary effect of a VAT increase combined with a reduction in social

security contributions. Third, fiscal consolidation cannot rely only in the operation of
the automatic stabilisers but requires an important reduction of the structural deficit,
which should be mainly achieved through discretionary measures to cut expenditure

growth.
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FRANCE

French economy increasingly exposed to external intluences, thus behaving more

cyclically

The recession of lgg2llgg3 was the deepest in the post-war period, leading to a l.}Yo

fall in GDP in 1993. The economy is now more integrated into world trade exchanges

and follows the economic cycle common to most economies in continental Europe.

While activity was strongly supported by exports, especially to Germany after the

unification, they declined when activity.in continental Europe began to recede. As

European countries are now entering recovery, French exporters should take advantage

of the favourable growth prospects of main trading partners. Considerable gains in price

competitiveness have been made due to productivity growth and wage moderation. The

effect of the appreciation of the franc should, therefore, no longer negatively impact on

exports.

Thefinancial situation of companies and households has improved
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Chart I - Francc
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At the end of the

eighties, as a result of
an increase of credit

supply, there had been

an excessive rise, in

indebtedness, which

led to a deterioration

in the personal and

corporate financial

situation. As marked

cyclical behaviour was

unknown in France,

the agents' loss of

confidence, although a general phenomenon in Europe, was particularly strong and

enduring in France and led to a significant adjustment of behaviour.

Firms reduced their investment and ran down stocks in 1992 and 1993; taken together,

changes in stocks and gross capital formation contributed negatively around

2.5 percentage points to growth in 1993. These adjustments allowed companies to

reduce financing needs and indebtedness, ultimately building up a healthy financing
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capaclty. Households'private consumption slow'ed markedly in 1993, decelerating more

rapidly than real disposable income. The savings ratio increased appreciably in contrast

to the normtrl trend of reduced savfngs to sustain consumption. The resulting

improvement in the financial situation was the basis for the recovery in consumption in

1994.

The recoveryfoltows a classical pattern

Having reached its floor

in the first quarter of
1993, economic activity

did not improve

significantly in the

to-llowing quarters. The

recovery got underway

in the first quarter of
1994 when GDP

increased by 0.7%.

While in the first

quarter stocks

contributed to growth,

in the second quarter domestic demand rose by nearly l.A%.Exports rose strongly over

the first half of the year and thq annual growth rate was close to 3.5%. The business

surveys carried out by INSEE, the national statistics office, show that the recovery is

broadly based with demand prospects shaping up well. While GDP growth should be

less strong in the second half of the year, overall 1994 growth should be around 2.2%.

Teblc I
Francc: Mtcroegonomic pcrformancc

199092 1 994 1995 19961993

DP growth rate
(% change)

Totat domestic demand
(% change)

Ernployment (% change)

Unemployment r?te (%o)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% ofGDP)

2.2

o.2 -1.6 -O.2 0.7 0.9

9.5 10.8 11.3 11.O 10.6

2.8 2.1 1.7 1.9. 2.1

-O.5 1.O 0.6 O;6 O.5

-1.0

-1.8

1.5

1.2

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission services, economic forecasts, Autumn I 994

TeHc 2
Frencc: Economic policy indicators

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth
(% change)

Govemment budget balance

(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

5.5 -1.7 3.3 3.8 :

-2.5 -5.8 -5.6 -4.9 -3.9

36.9 45.8 50.4 53.4 55.6

- 4.6 2.5 2.4 2.8 3.O

1.8 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.9

For delinlions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Sourcer Commission services, economic forecasfs, Autumn 1994

Households' spending

has been temporarily

supported by fiscal

measures, notably the

incentives to replace

old cars and the

maintenance of the

triple school expense

allowance introduced in

1993.

consumption

Private

will
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Chrrt 2 - France

Contribution to the change in GDP
in %otGDP2-
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probably continue rising although less buoyantly than in the second and third quarters as

households'confidence continues improving. Moreover, employment is growing which

will lead to an acceleration of disposable income. An improved outlook for employment

- an increase of wage earners and a simultaneous fall in the unemployment rate - should

lead to a fall in savings. However, facing uncertainties such as the financing of

pensions, private consumption might recover at a somewhat lower pace than in previous

periods of growth.

The upswing of extemal

as well as internal

demand and the

resulting rapid increase

in capacity utilisation

rates should lead to a

strong uptum in

.investment. Surveys

undertaken by the Bank

of France show a

recovery of productive

investment as early as

1994 and an increase in

capacity investment prospects for 1995. After a very slight increase in 1994, investment

will again become an essential engine of economic growth from 1995 onwards.

High unemployment will remain a maior challenge

The number of wage and salary earners began to increase with the upturn in economic

activity (up by 0.8% in the first half of the year in the non-agricultural market sector).

New jobs, often in the form of fixed-term or temporary contracts, were created mainly

in market services. The decline in employment in industry (exeluding construction) has

been stopped in the second quarter. Taking the average for the year, the number of wage

and salary earners might therefore stabilize in 1994'

The increase of employment from 1995 will have a limited impact on the

unemployment rate. While the recovery is expected to lead to a 0.7o/o rise in

employment in 1995, an appreciable increase in the active population may limit the fall

in the unemployment rate to around 0.3 points. Thus, economic growth will not be

sufficient to meet the unemployment challenge in the short term.
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As a consequence of the employment situation,'the moderation of the rise in wages has

paved the way for sustaining low inflation. The fall in prices of raw materials and

intermediate goods also contributed to fhe earlier moderation of prices. As this effect

unwinds, consumer prices should increase somewhat more rapidly in 1995 (+1.9%o, after

+1.7%in1994, on an annual average basis), but overall inflation will remain subdued.

Budgetary policy to support employment and to reduce deftcits

Besides letting the automatic stabilizers work through during the cyclical downturn,

economic policy focused mainly on employment and support to private consumption

and housing. With the recovery of activity, the cental govemment budget for 1995 will
be targeted to a reduction of the structural component to the deficit. No further personal

iricome tax cuts are planned. Policy measures in favour of employment will be

intensified, in particular, with the continued reduction of employers' social

contributions.

Priority is being given to the reduction of general government net'borrowing. It is

planned to cut the central government budget deficit to 4.1%o of GDP in 1994 and to

3.6%in1995. Increases in expenditure will be limited to the forecast GDP price deflator

(+l.g%). Tax increases amounting to 0.2% of GDP are planned. The general

government deficit iq targeted toifall from 5.60/o of GDP in 1994 to 4.6Vo in 1995. These'

are above the targets in the convergence prograrnme (5.1% in 1994 and 4.2% in 1995)

which may mean a lesser than expected effort towards fiscal consolidation given the

irnproved growth prospects. The deviation is due to cancellation of public debt in favour

of members of the "zone franc" (0.3% of GDP in 1994) and to the social security deficit:

which therefore remains paramount. The social security imbalances arise from bothr

short-term factors related to the economic situation and structural factors such asr

population ageing. In spite of measures already adopted (Veil Law on healthcare, reformL

of the pension scheme), the social security accounts deficit will amount to 0.75Yo oll

GDP in 1994 and to 0.65oh of GDP in 1995. Notwithstanding the marked slowdown inL

healthcare spending, ihe implementation of long-term policy measures aiming al:

keeping expenditure in check is required and even an increase in the compulsory levy'

could become necessary.

Not many choicesfor monetary policy

As regards mqnetary policy, the aim remains the franc's internal and extemal stability,,

Short-term interest rates have declined, supporting economic activity. High long-termL
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interest rates could, however, pose a risk, particularly to the upswing in the housing

sector, notwithstanding the rising debt service requirements of the public sector.

Short-term interest rates declined at the beginning of the year and have stabilized at

about 5.6% (three-month rate), with a differential against the DM rates of around

50 basis points. As in other countries, longi interest rates also increased in France,

reachiirg 8.15% in mid-November. The long rate differential against the DM had

disappeared in the beginning of 1994 but has followed an upward course since the

month of March; it stood at about 70 basis points in November. While the slope of the

'yield curve is positive since March, the main money supply aggregate (M3) has been

undershooting the medium-term target (and actually declined through 1994) and real

interest rates remain at very high levels, considering the very low current and expected

inflation in France.
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IRELAI\ID

An impressive eConomic pedormance in 1994

Economic developments.have evolved very favourably in Ireland in 1994, following the

stagnation in domestic demand in 1993, due to the very high interest rates which

prevailed in the early part of the year. A wide range of indicators point to a growth

outtum of up to 60/o of GDP this year. A positive feature of the current outlook is the

balanced nature of growth. All the components of domestic demand are buoyant which

is in marked contrast to the past few years when growth was led by the export sector.

This switch towards the more employment intensive domestic sector is a factor in the

impressive rise in total employment in the year to mid-April 1994 of 30 000 (+2.6%).

The good growth conditions are also contributing to better than anticipated public

finances with the budget deficit outturn likely to remain well below 3% of GDP.
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Tablc I
Irclrnd: IVhcrocconomic pcrformance

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment r:te (Vo)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

5.3

1.7 o.2 6.2

1.5 0.7 2.6 2.9 3.1

16.2 18.4 17.7 16.8 15.7

2.2 1;6 2.8 2.7 2.7

1.5 6.5 6.0 6.0 6.3

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission sirvices, economic forecasts, Aulumn I 994

There are four principal

factors underlying this

positive scenario, which

can be summarised as

follows. Firstly, the

confidence engendered

by the current price and

budgetary stability and

the expectation that this

stability will be,

maintained following,

the moderate wog€;

increases agreed by the,

social partners fdf the period between 1994 and 1996. Secondly, the stronger thanL

anticipated recovery in the Community and world economies which has contributed to ar

further pick-up in business and consumer confidence and improved export prospects,

Thirdly, the current low level of nominal interest rates, which is encouraging a rebound

in consumer spending and business and housing investment. Finally, the strong re-

bound in private consumption under the impact of rising employment, lower taxatiorr

and continued moderate real wage growth.
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Continued good prospects over the mediutn term

There are strong indications to suggest that the cunent buoyant growth conditions will

continue in 1995 and 1996. The intemational environment has improved considerably,

which allied to greater inward investment and recent gains in competitiveness points to

good export prospects. Domestic factors are also encouraging, with an absence of
inflationary pressures and the sound public finances providing a stable environment for

both business and consumers. Within this framework buoyant growth can be expected to

continue into the medium term. Moreover, it can also be expected to remain well

balanced with the recovery in domestic demand likely to be maintained.

Notwithstanding the moderate pay terms agreed by.the social partners, real disposable

incomes should continue to rise owing to low inflation and fhe absence of the pressures.

Similarly, low short-term interest rates and much improved employment prospects are

also expected to lead to improved confidence levels and a fall in the savings ratio.

Investment is also responding to lower interest rates, better export prospects and

improved business profitability and annual growth of at least 7oh to 8% is well within

reach. Public consumption is the only component of domestic demand which is

expected to slow due to much improved wage moderhtion in the public sector and the

non-repeat of once-off expenditures in 1994 funded from the proceeds of a tax amnesty.

Chart I - Ireland

Projected government deficit and debt ratio
% oI GDP
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Inflationary pressures are

expected to remain

subdued with the

authorities' firm

commitment to price and

exchange rate stability

being underpinned by the

moderate pay 'terms

agreed by the social

partners. Consequently,

the change in the private

consumption deflator

should remain around

2%Yo to 3Yo in 1994 and 1995. Given the high growth projections, the moderation of
public consumption growth and the sharp fall.in interest rates, further falls in the budget

deficit to below 2oh of GDP in 1995 and 1996 are in prospect. This is conditional,

however, on a curtailment of the sharp rise in public spending registered in recent years.
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Budget deficit levels of below 2% of GDp or even rower are fulty consistent with the

favourable cyclical factors and the need to reduce Ireland's continued high debt to GDP

ratio.

A much improved employment performance b attainable

Notwithstanding high growth, a sustained improvement in employment performance in

Ireland has proved elusive in recent years. This issue is the focus of the Irish

convergence. programme which aims to complement the continued'very satisfactory

nominal stability with a 
,

programme of structural

reforms, leading in turn

to higher emPloYment

growth. The switch in the

composition of growth

towards domestic

demand evident in both

current and exPected

medium term trerids is

contributing to the

achievement' of this

objective. The significant

rise in emploYment in the

year to mid-April 1994 already points to a welcome change of direction. This process

can be aided by intensiffing the progftllnme of structural reforms currently underway

competitiveness and employment performance. This better performance will be

necessary to cater for continued fast labour force growth, as well as to tackle the current

very high jobless level.

TaHc 2

Ircland: Economic policy indicetors

199092 1993 19961 9951994

Money Crowth

(% change)

Cnvemment bud get balance

(% ofGDP)

&oss govemment debt

(% of GDP)

Nominal wages Per head

(%o change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

9.2 23.3 10.5 8.5 :

-2.2 -2.5 -2.4 -2.O -1.5

95.5 96.1 89.0 83.7 79.1

5.3 5.9 3.5 3.0 4.0

3.O 4.2 0.7 0'3 1.2

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium

Source.' Commission serv,ces, iconomic forecasts, Autumn 1gtg4
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ITALY

In 1994 the economic upswing gained momentum

ln 1994 the Italian economy went through a consolidation of the recovery which had

already begun in the last months of 1993. The initial impulse to growth came from a

buoyant export performance, but by the first months of 1994 domestic demand also

began to pick up.

The recession-induced restructuring of large parts of both the industrial and services

sectors, accompanied by an unprecedented labour shedding, boosted productivity across

the board. The depressed conditions of the labour market together with the preservation

of the income policy framework defined in 1992 and 1993, determined a very low

dynamism of contractual wages. The resulting fall of unit labour costs allowed a large

increase in profit margins, which markedly contrasted with the squeeze recorded during

the preceding cyclical phase. As a consequence of the increased profitability, the

downward trend in industrial investment reversed by the end of 1993 and switched to a

sustained growth already in the first semester of 1994. The recovery in construction

investment, however, lagged behind due to the persisting stagnation of public works and

the depressed conditions of the private building sector.

Table I
Italy: lVlacroeconomic performance

199092 1993 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(Yo change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment :ate (Yo)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

1.4 -O.7

1.9 -5.6

o.5 -2.8 -1.7 0.8 1.1

10.1 11.1 11.5. 10.8 10.1

6.0 5.1 4.O 3.5 3.5

-1.8 1.1 2.O 2.6 2.9

1.7

For dilintions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission services, economic forecasls, Aulumn I 994

With some delay with

respect to the cyclical

upturn in total output

also private

consumption resumed,

backed by a significant

improvement in

consumer confidence

and a marginal recovery

in real disposable

income. The two latter

circumstances are to be

partially credited to the

fiscal stance which in 1994 became relatively less strict than in the previous two years.

As a typical pattern of a recovery, the contribution to growth of the external side was

reduced progressively throughout the year, due to a significant rise in import volumes
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from the exceptionally low levels of 1993. However, the export dynamics remained

sustained, and still exceeded the growth of imports. After the export boom recorded in

1993, largely due to

competitiveness gains

arising from the lira

devaluation, a new imPulse

was given in 1994. bY the

recovery in international

trade (chart 1). The trade

balance surplus showed a

fuither widening with

respect to 1993, and caused

the current account surPlus

to improve in spite of some

deterioration in invisible,items. Thus, the external constraint appears to be less binding

than in previous expansionary phases.

In 1994 a further, although limited, progress on inllation was accomplished. Consumer

price increases fell below 4Yo for the first time in over twenty years. The main factors

behind this result ryere the alleady mentioned slowdown in labour cost and the

persistence of a significant output gap in the non-export oriented sectors during the first

stages of the recovery. These factors allowed production prices to relew their descent

after the upsurge in the first semester of 1993 due to the lagged effects of the

devaluation. The breakdown in the prices of goods and services shows a still declining

trend for the latter, thanks to a more competitive environment due to the structural

changes intervened during the recession, whereas goods prices are either stable or on the

rise depending on different categories. The outlook for inflation is one in which the

impact of the weakening of the lira seems to become less relevant, but there are signals

that some intemal pressure due to the recovery might gradually build up and delay the

pace of further decline in 1995.

A sluggistt recovery in the labour market

The recessionary phase had a dramatic and unprecedented impact on employment. More'

than one million jobs were lost in 1992 and 1993, 40yo of which in industry, 23%o int

agriculture and3TYoin services (chart 2). The downward trend in employment stabiliseil

in the first half of 1994 and presumably reversed in the following months, but the extentt

of the crisis has been such that a complete recovery of the labour market will require a
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prolonged period of growth. Provisional data on employment trends show a mixed

picture according to different sectors. Employment in agriculture and industry continued

to decline in the first semester of t994. Largely responsible for the decline in industry

was the crisis in the construction sector, whereas the manufacturing sector did not

record further losses. The still
negative trends in agriculfure

and industry were

compensated by the

improvement in'the services

sector. A large part of the

recent job creation is in the

area of self-employment, thus

confirming the important

contribution in terms of
flexibility that the.one-person

enterprises provide to the

Italian economic system. The unemployment rate has peaked at lt.6o6 in April 1993

and subsequently declined to 11%. This figure would be higher had a significant

reduction in the labour force due to a discouragement effect not taken place. The latter

circumstance, suggesting a likely rebound in the labour supply during the recovery, is an

additional factor that should prevent unemployment from falling rapidly from today's

levels.

No progress in the Jiscal consolidation process was recorded in 1994

In 1994 the Italian authorities adopted a softer approach to budget consolidation than in

the previous two years, officially justified with the desire not to hinder the infant

recovery. In the medium term economic and financial plan for the years 1994-96 the key

objective of stabilising the debt to GDP ratio was postponed from 1995 to 1996. Along

these lines the 1994 fiscal package was centred on expenditure cutting and only minor

revenue enhancing measures were enacted. Some relevant one-off measures operating in

1993 on the revenue side were not replaced, allowing a decrease in the fiscal pressure of
1.2 percentage points. The action on the expenditure side was essentially made of three

components: i) some piecemeal intervention aimed at reducing the social security

outlays; ii) a contraction in capital accounts transfers and contributions; iii) a structural

reform of the public administration. The first component targeted some sensitive areas

of the budget, but did not represent a comprehensive reform of either the health care or
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the pension system. As for the reform of the puUtic administration, up to now only a

fraction of its provision have been caried on as intended.

Tablc 2

Itely: Eronomic PolicY indicators

i!sca2- tgsg 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth

(% change)

Covemment budget balance

(% ofGDP)

Cross govemment debt

(% of GDP)

Nominal wages Per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

7.2 7.8 6'0 7.O l

-10.2 -9.5 -9.6 -8.6 . '7.9

102.5 118.6 123.7 126.8 128.6

4.4 4.3

2.2 -1.3 -O.2 0'9 0.8

The overall result of the

1994 fiscal package

came short of its

original targets. The

general govenuhent net

borrowing grew in
absolute terms and its

ratio to GDP remained

close to the 9.5% level

of the previous two

vears. The debt ratio
Fordelintions,seeTable 2forBelgium at.trmn,teea fufthef inCfeaSed. ThUS

in 1994 no progress in
SourcL: Commission servtbes, economic forecasfs, Autumn 1994 

:-:t^": .ruvrsctitv

the process of fiscal consolidation was recorded, a circumstance which undermined

investors' confidence, weakening the lira and lifting interest rates'

The draft budget law for 1995 aims at reducing the state sector borrowing requirement

from9.4o/oin 1994 td g.0% in 1995 and 6.6oh in 1996. The budget law for 1995 aims at

reducing the State sector bonowing requirement from 9.4Yo in 1994 to 8.0% in 1995

and 6.6%in 1996. The govemment decided to leave unchanged the fiscal pressure at the

level of 1994 and to carry on structural changes on the pension system in a separate'

reform project to be designed and approved by June 1995. This circumstance negatively

affects the fiscal package by seriously limiting the extent of measures with permanenl:

effect on the budget.

In 1994 the general economic conditions improved beyond expectations, and th€'

outlook for the next year remains optimistic. This favourable cyclical phase shoulcl

provide an opportunity to pursue budget consolidation with greater determination, as itl

reduces the costs of adjustment and eliminates the dilemma between fiscal consolidatiorr

and anti-cyclical policy. On the other hand a weak action on the fiscal side would leacl

to a more inflationary growth with the already experienced negative repercussions on

the lira and a likely tightening of the monetary conditions. The Bank of Italy has

repeatedly wamed that monetary policy is anti-inflation oriented. In August 1994 a hike

in the offrcial rates was effected in response to growing inflationary expectations'

Financial markets are also likely to react negatively to a looser fiscal stance, with
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adverse effects on govemment's interest expenditure and on investment. This was
indeed the case in the second half of 1994 when the long term interest rates displayed a
sharp rise in the differential vis d vis their German and French counterparts.

In conclusion the major policy challenge for 1995 remains a decisive correction of the
fiscal imbalances. This objective would also be coherent with a more sustainable pattern
of economic growth.
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LUXEMBOURG

External demand adds additional strengtlt to growth

As a small open economy, Luxembourg was able to take advantage of the faster than

expected recovery in its neighbouring countries. Starting from the favourable situation

in 1993, when due to the strong internal demand a recession was avoided, the

Luxembourg economy is expected to grow by approximately 2%% in 1994, while

growth might run up to 3o/o next year.

The principal contribution to glowth in 1994 still came from private and public;

consumption. Private consumption probably grew by l%oh, supported by a relatively'

high real wage growth and the improving economic climate. The healthy public finance:

situation allowed the government to extbnd real expenditures by almost lo/o. The growth

contribution of investment has fallen back slightly from last year's high level, which was;

brought abo\rt by sbme major projects in the steel and telecommunication sectors,

Although firm data on the evolution of extemal trade is currently unavailable, it can be

expected that the merchandise trade deficit shrank somewhat this year as a result of tht:

strong extemal demand. As usual, this deficit was compensated by a surplus on the

balance of services and by a net inflow of factor income, creating a healthy surplus ort

the currept account.
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Table I
Lurembourg: l\{acroeconomic performance

GFs2 tggg 1994 1995 1996

3DP growth pte
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment rate (%)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% ofGDP)

3.4 1.7 1.7 1 .9 2.1

1.7 2.6 3.3 3.2 3.1

3.1 3.6 2.3 2.5 2.7

30.7 28.8 28.A 28.7 28.3

2.7. 0.6 2.3 3.0 3.2

2.11.51.6

Domestic employment

continued to grov{

rapidly, resulting from il

further contraction in

the industrial sectot',

more than compensated

for by increasing

employment in the

services sector (mainl'f

in the financial sector).

However, since most of

the new jobs were filled

by foreign workers, the

average unemployment rate was higher this year than last year. Still, at 3Yo (Eurostat

definition), unemployment remained by far the lowest in the Community.

For delinlions, see Table 2 for Belgiun
Source : Commission semices, economic /orecasts, Autumn I 994
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After the pronounced

acceleration of inflation to 3.6Yo

last year, the consumption price

index fell rapidly back to a level

of just over 2Yo in the third
quarter of this year. This

favourable evolution is due to
the.disappearqnce of the effects

of higher excise duties and

increases in administered prices.

The govemment is currently
evaluating the introduction of a number of ecological taxes, which could increase

inflation by approximately 0.5 percentage point in 1995.

In the coming years, domestic demand will probably continue to sustain economic
growth, due to continued real wage growth and the improving economic climate. As in
the past, important investment projects in the steel and telecommunications sectors will
push up investment. Given the improvement of. the economic situation in the

neighbouring countries in 1995, the positive growth contribution from external trade

will probably be maintained. These better growth prospects should permit a further
expansion of employment. However, the current stock of low skilled, long-term
unemployed will continue to have problems to re-enter the labour market and foreigners

will probably have to be engaged again to fill high skill jobs.

P ubtic Jinance s ituation remains healthy

General govemment accounts for Luxembourg are only partially available, but current

information shows that net lending of global government remains in surplus. This

surplus is the net result of a small deficit for the central and local governments,

compensated by a significant surplus of the social security sector. Still, general

govemment gross debt is rising slightly (because of reserve build-up by local authorities

and the social security funds) to reach a meagre 9.2%o of GDP. Consequently,

Luxembourg continues to comply to all EMU convergence criteria.
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TaHc 2

Lurcmbourg : Economic policy indicators

199G92 1 993 1 995 19961994

Money Growth

(% change)

Govemment budget balance

(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominalwages Perhead
(Vochange) 

!

Realwages perhead

(% change)

ii:::

2.8 1.1 1.3 1.6 2.O

5.4 7.8 9.2 9.8 9.9

5.6 4.9 4.1 4.2 4.6

2.4 1.3 1.8 1.6 1.9

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgium

Sourclr Commission services, economic forecasts, Autumn 1994

In 1995, the ne\ /

govemment will
maintain the Prudent

fiscal policy of the past.

Although central

govenrment

expenditures will rise b;r

6.3Yot receiPts are

expected to increase,

even slightlY faster

(6.8%). To promote

employment anrl

improve the economic

structure of

Luxembour!, expenditures will be directed more towards public investment; the share

of investment in total central govemment expenditures should run up to around l0%r'

The measures that were agreed with the social partners to promote employment, price

stability and competitiveness will also be further implemented. For 1995 this implies

that the employers' contributions for family allowances will be suppressed and paid by

the central government

In the second half of lgg5, the govemment plans to introduce a number of ecological

taxes on waste, packaging and CO2 emission. The implementation of the tares could b'e

postponed if the negotiations on the CO2 tax on the Community level are not concluded

by then. In order to avoid negative effects on competitiveness, possible inflationaty

effects through the automatic wage indexation mechanism will be partly or totall.y

neutralised.
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THE NETHERLANDS

Recovery foster than expected

After a relatively mild economic slowdown in 1993, the recovery in the Netherlands

clearly gained force at a faster pace than previously expected. Supported by the

surprisingly strong improvement in the neighbouring countries, the Dutch economy

might grow by as much as 2%o/o in 1994. For the following years, it is expected that the

leading role in the recovery will be taken over first by investment (from the second half

of 1994 onwards) and gradually by private consumption when employment starts

growing again. This could intensifr growth in 1995 to around 3%%.

The robust export evolution is the main contributor to the stronger than expected

recovery of the Dutch economy. The improvement of exports started already in the

second half of 1993, which was remarkable given the deep recession in Germany, the

major Dutch trading partner that accounts for approximately one third of total exports.

The export specialisation in agricultural products and their derivatives, which are less

sensitive to cyclical variations, and the small share of the hard-hit manufacturing sector

explain why the Dutch exports remained relatively unaffected. In 1994, export markets

grew vividly, especially outside the European Community, and exports remained the

single most important impulse for economic growth in 1994. However, because of the

unfavourable composition of the Dutch export package for the recovery phase of the

economic cycle, and since exporters will probably try to restore profit'margins, it can be

expected that the growth contribution of exports will gradually diminish.

Table I
Netherl ends : Mac roeconomic performance

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1996

GDP groMh rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Enployment (% change)

Unemp loyment rate (%;o)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% ofGDP)

2.5 0.3 2.3 3.2 3.3

2.2 -O.5 1.7 2.8 2.8

2.2 -O.1 0.O 1.3 1.8

7.3 8.8 10.O 9.8 9.4

2.8 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5

3.4 3.7 4.O 4.3 4.6

For defntions, see Table 2 for Belgiun
Source : Commission semices, economic forecasts, Autumn I 994

Higher exports lead to

higher capacity

utilisation and higher

profits, which are both

beneficial for the

evolution of corporate

investment. Investment

in housing by

households was

increasing because of
lower govemment rent-

subsidies; the perception

that long-term interest
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rates have passed their lowest point also accelerated housing construction. However, the

completion of some major investment programmes in the energy sector had a temporary

negative effect on investment in l994.Int\e coming years, gross capital formation and

economic growth will be pushed up by cyclically induced investment, renewed

investment in the energy sector and the start-up of some major public investment

projects in railway infrastructure.

The recovery had an almost immediate positive effect on employmentl but

unemployment figures followed a more enatic pattem. Although it can be expected that

the continued recovery will reduce unemployment further in the coming years, structural

measures are still needed to bring down unemployment to an acceptable level. Surveys

show that consumers do not expect that their financial situation will ameliorate

considerably in the short run, which can be explained by the moderate wage evolution in

the Netherlands. Therefore, private consumption will probably remain subdued until

employment starts growing at a faster pace again. This restrained evolution of costs and

domestic demand and the solid exchange rate will all contribute to keep intlation at a

modest level.

Economic policyfocuses on employment,lower tax burden andftscal consolidation

General government ne! borrowing,is higher in 1994 than in the previous year (around

3.g% of GDp compared to 3.3o/o), partly because of some unrealised savings and

unbudgeted expenditures, and partly because of cuts in taxes and social security

contributions to promote employment. However, mainly due to privatisation receipts,

general govemment gross debt could decline from 8l .4o/o of GDP in 1993 to 78.9Yo in

1994.

TaHc 2
Netherknds: Economic policy indicators

tsgGgZ 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth

(% change)

Government bud get balance

(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

6.4 7.7 4.O 5.0 :

-4.O -3.3 -3.8 -3.5 -2.7

79.2 81.4 78.9 78.8 78.O

4.2 3.3 2.O 1.8 2.4

1.3 1.2 -O.3 -0.6 0.o

The new convergence

programme .for the

period 1995-98, which

is based on the

coalition agreement of
the new government

(formed last August)

and the 1995 budget,

puts the emphasis on

creating employment

by reducing the burden
For deJintions, see Table 2 for Belgium

Sourc-e: Commission services, economic forecasfs, Autumn 1994
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of taxes and social security contributions and promoting private initiative and

competition. Based on strict expenditure control (real govemment expenditures should

decrease by 03% yearly on average), the govemment deficit would simultaneously be

reduced from the crurent level of almost 4% of GDP to a level significantly below 3%

from 1996 onwards, to allow a continued reduction of the gross debt ratio.

Since the coalition

agreement is based on

a rather cautious

medium-term growth

scenario, it can be

expected that revenues

might turn out to be

higher than expected.

The government

intends to use this

additional budgetary

room in the first place

to further reduce the

general government

deficit to around 2Yo,whichwould have a beneficial effect on the debt ratio. For the use

of possible fuither growth windfalls, a choice will be made between further reducing the

budget deficit and easing the total tax burden.

The measures the government plans to take to increase employment and labour market

participation, especially at the lower end of the labour market, include reducing labour

costs by lowering the burden of taxes and social security contributions and deregulation

of the product and labour markets. Furthermore, a higher investment share in

government expenditures will be realised. The planned reform of the social security

system, which includes a privatisation of the disability and sickness benefit schemes,

tighter criteria for calls on the system and smaller yearly adjustments of social benefits,

should help to realise both the reduction of labour market inactivity and fiscal

consolidation. The Dutch government estimates that between 350 000 and 450 000

additional jobs will be created in the next four years, 120 000 of which will be the result

of the measures of the Coalition Agreement. The favourable but hard-to-quantiff effects

of market deregulation are not yet included in this estimate.

12-12-'t994
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PORTUGAL

Moderate fecovery in 1994 under the imputlse of strong export perfofmance

After a decline in 1993, real growth recovered at a moderate pace in 1994' The main

positive factor sustaining economic activity was a clearly positive performance of

exports recorded since the beginning of the year, the small open Portuguese economy

benefiting fully of expanding external demand'

In contrast, internal demand remained weak, mainly delayed by low consumer

expenditue. However, in the course of the year, the internal components of demand

were showing signs of improvement. At the end of the first half of the year private

consumption was recovering progressively despite falling real wages and a still

depressed labour market situation; consumer demand was partly sustained by a fall of

about one percentage point in the saving rate and larger indebtedness of households

reflecting positive expectations for the coming months' Despite strong export expansion

and an improvement in business confidence in export-oriented sectors, recovery in

investment was weak due to still cautious expectations related to domestic demand' the

need for financial consolidation of enterprises and availability of production capacities'

particularly in capital goods sectors. Investments in constructions were lacking

dynamism namely bbcause pubiic investment programmes related to EC Structural

funds financing started later than expected'

As imports were contained by the still sluggish internal demand, the trade balancer

improved in 1994; however, despite a sharp increase in'tourism receipts' the:

improvement of the current account balance was limited reflecting falling emigrantsi

remittances and delayed net transfers of EC Funds'

Trble I
Porttrgol: Mrcroeconomic pcrformrnce

199G92 1993 1994 lveb

3DP growth rate
(o/o change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Employment (% change)

Unemployment rate (%)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

2.5 -1.2 1.1 3.0

4.7 -o.8 -o.1 2.6 3'2

1.4 -2.O -o.4 0.1 0.4

4.2 5.1 6.1 6.0 5'6

1 1.1 7 .g 5.5 4.6 4'4

-1'o -o.7 -o.4 1.1 1.9

3.2

The unemPloYment ratt:

which had increasecl

ftom 3.9Vo in the first

quarter of 1992 to 6.87i,

in the first quarter of

1994 declinerl

marginallY to 6.7Yo irt

the second quarter of the

year. This increase in

unemployment and a

For delintions, see Table 2 for Belgium

Source: Commission services, econonric forecasls' Aulumn I 994
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diffirsed but clear increase of underemployment were transmitted to wage

developments, giving evidence of flexibility in the labour market. Wages, implicit in
collective bargaining settlements were increasing at 5.2% in the first half of'the year,

decelerating from 7.1% inthe whole of 1993. However, the reduction of the coverage of
enterprises involved in these settlements was reflected in a slower effective increase in
wages in the whole private sector, implying some reduction in real terms.

Chart I - Portugal
Inflation d ifferential

Private consumption deflator, annual % change
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The declining trend of inflation which was resumed in 1991 continued steadily in 1994
reflecting the contraction of intemal demand and the adjustment of domestic costs,

offsetting the inflationary effects of the 1992-1993 depreciation of the escudo. However,
rising import prices of raw materials and agricultural goods led to slight increases of

prices of tradable goods

during the sumnler. In
October the year-on-year

increase of the consumer

price index reached

5.6%.

After a period of
instability in the second

quarter of 1994 during

which the markets tested

the orientation of
For deJinlions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source,' Commission seryices, economic forecasls, Autumn 1994

Tablc 2
Portugel: Economic policy indicetors

199S92 1993 1994 1995 1996

Money Growth
(% change)

Crovemment bud get balance
(% ofGDP)

Gross govemment debt
(% ofGDP)

Nominal wages per head

(% change)

Real wages per head

(% change)

14.2 6.6 7.O 6.0 :

-5.2 -7.2 -6.2 -5.8 -4.8

66.2 66.9 7o.4 71.7 72.3

17.3 7.4 5.9 4.8

5.5 -O.4 -O.2 1.3 0.4
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economic policy, the escudo started a movement of gentle appreciation and interest rates

eased supported by increased confidence'

After a sharp deterioration of the general govemment deficit in 1993 - resulting from the

negative impact of cyclical factors, particularly on tax revenues' and from structural

factors - the public finance situation improved in 1994; the deficit was lowered from

7 .l% in lgg3 to 6.3% in lgg4. Taxcollection improved and fiscal revenues, particularny

from VAT, increased markedly; cunent expenditures were . kept within the

predetermined ceilings at central government level. However, the deficit of social

security continued to rise, fuelled by increasing unemployment transfers and weaker'

growth of social contributions. Although interest payments were declining significantly,'

the primary balance of general government in 1994 (total deficit net of interest

payments) remained slightly negative at the level recorded in 1993' The government

gross debt ratio to GDP, which had increased in 1993, rose again in 1994 to 70'4oh

Expansion of internal demand will intensify activity growth in 1995

Real GDP growth will accelerate to 3Yo in1995, under the impulse of resuming interrral

demand. Real gross disposable income starting to rise moderately within a context of

greater confidence should boost consumer spending. Positive investment incentivr:s'

already under way in 1994 inexporting sectors, should spread throughout all productive

sectors: the fall in stock levels, progressive decrease in idle capacity and larger order-

books, combined to steadily improving expectations related to intemal demand should

fuel private capital formatiori. Public investment will expand, sustained by increased Iic

strucfural funds inflows. Moreover, the completion of a large, export-oriented' foreign

investment project will strongly increase exports. Inflation is expected to moderrate

further but at a slower pace than in 1994; although in the wake of recovering activity

some acceleration in wages is to be expected, their increase will remain moderate as

improvement in total employment wilt be only progressive.

The achievement of further progress in fiscal consolidation should continue to be a

priority for economic policy in 1995. The general government deficit is targeted to fall

to 5.g% of GDp which does not seem very ambitious in the light of the improrred

growth prospects. According to the budget, the budgetary policy 'stance is to maintain

current expenditure firmly under the compulsory ceilings for central government; while

interest payments should decrease further although less than in 1994' Moderation of

current outlays is designed in order to accommodate a marked increase in capital

expenditure. The budget plans a broadening of the tax base; while some taxes will be
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reduced, the main rate of the value added tax will rise to l7%o from the current l6Yo rate

in order to finance a 0.75% decline in the rate of employers contributions to social

security to reduce indirect labour costs. Indeed, the social security sector is currently the

major source of the general govemment imbalances. The government plans to reduce

further the gencral govemment deficit in the coming years towards the 3% of GDP

target in 1997.
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Chartl-UnitedKingdom-'piiu"t" 
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T'I{ITED KINGDOM

The recovery Progresses

Recovery in the United Kingdom economy began more than a year earlier than in the

rest of the community. From its low point in the first quarter of 1992 the output of the

economy has expanded by about 7o/oto the third quarter of 1994 and has more than

recovered the fall in output during the preceeding recession of 1990/1991' In 1994 it is

expected that GDP growth will average just less than4o/o'

oil production has been extremely stong and has contributed to the strong rise in

overall output. Thus while total GDP has grown by 6% in the seven quarters up to the

third quarter or lee4 non oil and gas GDP has risen bv 

iti";Iffi'#if"i'T;
began to pick up sharPlY

in 1994 particularlY as

exports began to resPond

strongly to the recovery

in the rest of the'

Community. On the:

demand side the uPswing

has until recentlY beerr

led by private sectot:

consumption which

accelerated to a Peal'l

growth rate of 3.8%

(annualised) by the second half of 1993. Consumption growth took place against il

background of high levels of borrowing in the household sector, by historical standards'

and restrained income growth. Furthermore the growth in consumption was not

associated with a strong housing market - the housing market remains weak witln

broadly stable prices and declining turnover growth. Thus the rise in consumption has

been mainly financed through a fall in the savings ratio which, with the exception of the

first quarter of 1993, has fallen continuously from its peak of l3'3o/o at mid 1992 to

9.3%inthe second quarter of 1994'

More recently consumption growth has slowed as the tax increases announced in ttrre

two budgets of 1993 began to take effect and real personal disposable income growlh

slowed. However as consumption growth slowed in the first half of 1994 net exports
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TrHc I
United Kingdom: Mlcroeconomic pcrformencc

199G92 1993 1994 1995 1 996

GDP growh rate
(% change)

Total domestic demand
(% change)

Ernployment (% change)

Unemploy ment rate (o/o)

Inflation (% change)

Balance of current account
(% of GDP)

1.6 -1.O O.O O.7 1.1

8.7 10.4 9.4 8.5 7.6

5.9 3.5 2.5 2.9 3.3

3.1 -1.6 -0.4 -0.4 -O.3

2.7

2.32.9

2.1

2.1-1.2

For def;ntions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source: Commission senices, economic forecasts, Autumn I 994

picked up sharply and contributed to a further acceleration of growth. The sharp rise in

UK net exports was partly due to strong oil exports and falling oil imports while non-oil

exports accelerated driven by the good competitiveness position of the UK and by the

upsurge in world trade.

So far the upswing has showed no signs of emerging inflationary pressures. Indeed retail

price inflation has

continued to slow

through to the third

quarter of 1994. Strong

competitive conditions

in the domestic market

and the absence of wage

and other cost pressures

(rising commodity input

piices havb been

absorbed) appear to
have kept inflationary

pressures under control.

The employment response to the recovery remains unclear. The employer based survey

suggests that employment continued to fall through to the third quarter of 1994 (except

for a rise in the third quarter of 1993) while the household based survey indicates rising

employment from the second half of 1993 through to mid 1994. The continued fall in

employment as recorded in the employer based survey is somewhat unusual given that

the UK is more than two years into recovery. It is possible that the employer based

survey is not adequately recording jobs in new businesses or rising employment in the

construction sector. It may also be the case that the employment response to the

recovery is taking longer to emerge as a result of productivity gains due to restructuring

during the recession. Furthennore the number of full time jobs continues to decline

while part time employment is expanding. Both sources indicate falling levels of

unemployment.

llhile the outlook isfor more modest hut better balanced growtlt

The outlook for growth in the UK is for a slowdown to a more modest growth rate than

that expected for 1994. Two factors lie behind the expected slowdown. Firstly, the surge

in oil production, witnessed in 1993 and 1994, is assumed to level off so that the
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contribution of oil output and net oil exports to growth diminishes' secondly with a

further increase in the ta:r burden in r99sr96 in addition to that of 1994195 private

consumption growth is expected to decline before picking up somewhat in 1996 as real

income growth begins to recover and as consumers adapt to the higher tax burden'

However the slowdown in growth will be moderated by rising investment and a strong

export Performance.

Prospects for ihflation

depend on the extent to

which the economy

slows down over the

course of 199411995

and on the behaviour of

wages. In resPonse to

the relativelY strong

growth in the economy

the authorities raised

interest rates in the

autunrn of 1994 for the

first time in five Years.

while the half point rise in official interest rates will in itself have little impact on

economic activity, it represented a signal of the authorities' firm commitment to their

inflation target ( to keep inflation, as measured by the underlying retail price index'

within a l-4%oband and to reduce it to the lower half of the band by late 1996 or early

1997).

Despite a continuing;

For defintions, see Table 2 for Belgium'iiiiit 
coi'i^ission servlces, economic forecasts' Autumn 1994

2 - United Kingdom
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unexpectedlY good inflatiorr

performance with underlYinSs

retail price inflation falling to

2% in SePtember 1994'

average earnings bottomecl

out at 3Yo in the third quarter

of 1994 and subsequentl'Y

rose to 3%% in 199'+

indicating that wage

disinflation maY have ceaSerC

Teble 2

Unltcd Kingdom: Fronomic policy indicators

7.1 5.8 6.2 6.5 :

-3.4 -7.8 -6.3 -4.6 -3'4

: 48.3 50.3 52'3 52'9

7.7 4.',1 4.1 4.6 5'O

1.6 0.6 1.5 1.7 1'6

Money Growth

(% change)

Govemment budget balance

(% of GDP)

Gross govemment debt

(% ofGDP)

Nominal wages Per head

(% change)

Real wages Per head

(% change)
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before price inflation has bottomed out thus allowing real wages to rise. With

unemployment continuing to fall and assuming that employment will respond to the

recovery the labour market is expected to tighten somewhat and to lead to some upward

drift in wages and eamings. Consequently inflation will tend to rise, albeit modestly, as

the economy continues to grow into 1996.

The UK government presented an updated convergence progrulrnme in February 1994 in

which a faster rate of reduction in the general government deficit was foreseen as a

result of further budgetary measures announced in November 1993. Combined with

continuing growth these measures should confirm the downward trend in the deficit.

The programme of fiscal deficit reduction also involves ambitious expenditue plans

which would need to be vigorously enforced. Lower than expected inflation would offer

scope for even further expenditure reduction. Finally the UK external deficit is not

expected to worsen despite the recovery and the earlier cycle in the UK than in the rest

of the Community

The main policy challenge in the UK is to maintain the anti inflationary stance in the

face of a recovery which has not fully impacted on all sectors of the economy.

ibnftd.n6 has not yet fully recovered possibly because the housing market continues

to remain weak. Despite uncertainty about how much spare capacity exists the UK

economy will have to slow down at some point to a growth rate closer to the potential

output growth rate if inflationary pressures are to be avoided. It is possible that this may

require further policy action by the authorities.
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remained practically stable for the third year running at the very high level of 9 % per
cent of GDP. Spain and France achieved small reductions in their deficits, which,
however, remain too high (7.0 and 5.6 per cent of GDp respectively in 1994).

According to the November 1994 Commission forecasts, the outlook for next year and
for 1996 suggests that, under cument policies, fiscal consolidation will not fully exploit
the opportunities offered by the emergence of a stronger growth performance, even
though the projected deficits will be on a downward path.

Table 9

Generalgovernment net
bonowing G) or lendinq (+) General government gross debt

percentages of GDP

1994 199s 1996 1994 1995 1996

B -5.5 -4.7 -4.0 140.1 138.7 136.0

DK rr -4.3 -3.0 -2.2 78.0 78.0 78.2

D -2.9 -2.4 -2.0 51.0 z1 59.4 58.9

GR rl -14.1 -13.3 -12.9 121.3 125.4 128.1

E -7.0 -6.0 4.7 63.5 65.8 66.1

F -5.6 -4.9 -3.9 50.4 53.4 55.6

IRL -2.4 -2.0 -1.5 89.0 83.7 79.1

I -9.6 -8.6 -7.9 123.7 126.8 128.6

L 1.3 1.6 2.0 9.2 9.8 qq

NL -3.8 -3.5 -2.7 78.9 78.8 78.0

P -6.2 -5.8 -4.8 70.4 71.7 72.3

UK -6.3 -4.6 -3.4 50.4 52.4 53.1

EC -5.6 -4.7 -3.9 68.8 72.7 73.2

European Commission estimates of November 1994
1) Government deposits with the cental bank, government holdings of non-government bonds and public enterprises

related debt are expected to amount to 24.4% of GDp in 1994.
2) The sharp increase in the German debt ratio in 1995 is mainly caused by the hk+over by the government of off-

budget unification+elated liabilities, the most important of wtrich is tre debt of tre "Treuhandanstalf .

3) The Commission forecast for Greece is based on the revised natronal accounts presented by the Greek authorities
to the Commission; subsequent information rarculd appear to indicate hat tre public sector accounts in the revised
national accounb yields a larger deficit than should be the case. Taking account of tris factor the Commission
forecast for the general govemment deficitin 1994 would be 12.7 % of GDP rather than the actual forecast of
14.1 % of GDP.

For the Community as a whole, net borrowing as a percent of GDP is expected to
narrow to 4.7 per cent next year and to 3.9 per cent in 1996. In five Member States
(Denmark, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK) the projected reductions in
general government net borrowing are consistent with the objectives set in the national
convergence programmes. on the other hand, the projections for Belgium, spain,
France, "Italy, and Portugal indicate that continued efforts or additional measures are
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November 1990 to 10.2% in March 1994. Ilowever, this downward trend in inflation

seems to have been interrupted since thcn given that CPI inflation subsequently rose to

llYo in October. This development in inflation performance might reflect the ending of
recession, the rise in real wages and the continued large scale fiscal deficits.

Table 2
Grcece: Economic policy indicabrs

199092 1994 1995 19961993

lVloneyGrowtrr
(% changel

Govemmentbudgetba la nce

(%ofGDPl

Gross govemmentdebt
(%ofGDP)

Nominal vtages per head
(% changel

Real uages per head
(% change)

14.O15.2:::

-12.9 -13.3 -14.1 -13.3 -12.9

87.0 115.2 12',t.3 125.4 1?€'.1

13.6 ' 8.6 12.4 10.1 10.5

-3.4 -4.4 1.5 0.5 1.3

Fu defintiqs, se Table 2 for Belgium
Source: @mmission servrces, economic forecasls, Autumn 1994

Efforts to tackle the

public sector deficits

have beeh insufficient

in the face of rising real

interest . rates and

growing debt. Thus

while the primary

deficit has been reduced

from 7.9%o of GDP in

1989 to a surplus in

1994 the general

government deficit

remains at over l3Yo of

The commission brecast br Greece is based on the re\ised national accounts GDP' The interest cost
presented by the Greek authorities to the Commission; subsequent infomation of the debt haS been
rirould appear to indicate that the public sector accounts in the rerised national
accounts yields a larger defcit than should be the case. Taking account of this rising sharply from
hctor, the Commission brecast br the general goremment deficit in 1994
,.rouldbe 12.1%otcDPratherthantheactuat brecast ot14.1%ofcDp. 6'7Yo of GDP in 1989

to an estimated l5o/o in

continued costs of the deficits two other factors have ptayeltt"t;t##*iT"ii
increasing debt servicing costs; firstly, the central government has taken over substantial

debts from both the wider public sector and from the private sector thus increasing the

general govemment debt level and secondly, partly because of EC pressures and

developments (conditions associated with the l99l balance of payments loan and

Community Treaty provisions) the use of administrative devices to lower interest costs

have been eliminated and the deficits are now financed mostly at market interest rates.

Reflecting the insufficient fiscal adjustment and the consequent high levels of inflation
Greece has the highest levels of nominal and real interest rates in the Communitv.

The prospects are for a continuation of the modest upswing evident in 1994. The
recovery will be led by domestic demand and in particular by public sector investment
driven by the Community Support Framework. Private investment, however, will
continue to be restrained by high real and nominal interest rates. Exports will gain from
the recovery in the rest of the Community but because of the wide absolute gap between
exports and imports the balance of trade will deteriorate. Domestic demand will be
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Continued good prospects over the medium term

There are strong indications to suggest that the current buoyant growth conditions will
continue in 1995 and 1996. The international environment has improved considerably,
which allied to greater inward investment and recent gains in competitiveness points to
good export prospects. Domestic factors are also encouraging, with an absence of
inflationary pressures and the sound public finances providing a stable environment for
both business and consumers. Within this framework buoyant growth can be expected to
continue into the medium term. Moreover, it can also be expected to remain well
balanced with the recovery in domestic demand likely to be maintained.

Notwithstanding the moderate pay terms agreed by the social partners, real disposable
incomes should continue to rise owing to low inflation and the absence of tax pressures.
Similarly, low short-term interest rates and much improved employment prospects are
also expected to lead to improved confidence levels and a fall in the savings ratib.
Investment is also responding to lower interest rates, befter export prospects and
improved business profitability and annual growth of at least 7yo to gyo is well within
reach. Public consumption is the only component of domestic demand which is expected
to slow due to much improved wage moderation in the public sector and the non-repeat
of once-offexpenditures in 1994 funded from the proceeds of a tax amnesty.

Inflationary pressures are

expected to remain

subdued with the

authorities' firm

commitment to price and

exchange rate stability

being underpinned by the

moderate pay terms

agreed by the social

partners. Consequently,

the change in the private

consumption deflator

should remain around
2%Yo to 3o/o in 1994 and 1995. Given the high growth projections, the moderation of
public consumption growth and the sharp fall in interest rates, further falls in the budget
deficit to below 2o/o of GDP in 1995 and 1996 are in prospect. This is conditional,
however, on a curtailment of the sharp rise in public spending registered in recent years.

Chart I - Ireland

Projected government deficit and debt ratio
t0
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Budget deficit levels of below 2Yo ofGDP or even lower are fully consistent with the
favourable cyclical factors and the need to reduce lreland's continued high debt to GDp
ratio.

A mach improved employmentperformance is onainable

Notwithstanding high growth, a sustained improvement in employment performance in
Ireland has proved elusive in recent years. This issue is the focus of the Irish convergence
progftmme which aims to complement the continued very satisfactory nominal stability

with a programme of
structural reforms,

leading in turn to higher

employment growth. The

switch in the composition

of growth towards

domestic demand evident

in both current and

expected medium term

trends is contributing to
the achievement of this

objective. The significant

rise in employment in the

year to mid-April 1994
already points to a welcome change of direction. This process can be aided by
intensifying the programme of structural reforms currentty underway to improve
competitiveness and employment performance. This better performance will be necessary
to cater for continued fast labour force growth, as well as to tackle the current very high
jobless level.

Teile 2
Irelend: Ecmanrlc pollcy lndcetors

199C92 199:1 1994 1995 1996

Money Gowth
(% change)

C.ovem nrent b ud get balan ce
(% ofGDP)

Clross govemnrnt debt
(e/o of@P)

Nominal wages per head
(o/o change)

Real wages per heod
(% change)

9.2 233 105 8.5 :

-2.2 -2.5 -2.4 -2f. -1.5

95.5 96.1 89'o 83.7 7s.1

5.3 53 3.5 3.O 4I)

3.o 4.2 0.7 0.3 12

For defintions, see Table 2 for Belgium
Source.' Commission senzbes, economic forccasfs, Autumn 1gg4
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